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Smile in Tears                                 

I share my life to bring out the best in you and me.  

 No matter what happens, the constant flow of feelings 

    which say “life is wonderful” may not decline.  

Some life experiences are shared to awaken inner strength.  

An abuser is a coward and pushes his limit as far as allowed.  

 The victim has to seek help to rise and resist against unjust acts.  

  The awareness of one’s own strength needs to be recognized. 

              The survivor thinks, “I can finally have a full night’s sleep now.                   

                            I can breathe without pain. I still cry sometimes,  

                                       but I smile a lot, even laugh!  

                        They say I am courageous because I reached out.    

                        But I am safe and happy because you helped out.”                                                                                                                 

                           You never know, When sharing your joy, 

                                    May help someone to find a song. 

                       You never know, When a smile on your face, 

                              May grace a heart with sweet solace. 

                         You never know, When a touch of your hand,  

                         May flutter some wings free from the sand. 

                              Saryu Dilip Parikh                            

                                                                                               DILIP 
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                                    1. Smile Again  

             I saw her in the early evening light, waiting at the corner store. Her head 

was covered with the head band, or hijab.  I pulled up in my car, and we greeted 

each other as she opened the passenger door and got in. She seemed nervous 

as I was driving her to the Literacy Council's location. Even though she had an 

engineering degree from her country, she spoke in broken English. Selma 

thanked me with a guarded smile for picking her up. 

          For the past one year, her life had been in turmoil. I could see  

the sadness on her pretty face. I started teaching her English, and at the same 

time she gained confidence and trust. As a domestic violence victims' advocate, 

I knew about her plight, but she wanted to tell her story in her own words:  

          "My wonderful teacher, the mountains of Syria seem so far away. The 

little girl who was called ‘princess’ by her parents..sounds like it was in another 

lifetime. I was in high school when Shabir started paying special attention to me. 

Shabir was my first cousin, but due to a family feud we kept away from each 

other. Our attraction blossomed in college. He became a dentist, and I became 

an Engineer. When we announced our intention of getting married, our fathers 

gave in, and both brothers' families resumed their relations. Everything was like 

a dream.  

           “After Shabir possessed me, his next obsession was to go to America. 

My opinion did not matter. He got his H1 visa, and we came to Texas. My life 
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was limited in the tiny apartment. I looked and felt out of place. Due to my visa 

status, I could not get a job. Shabir, without a state license in dentistry, was 

working with very low pay. He used to come home frustrated and would find any 

reason to beat me.       

             “In time, someone gave him the idea that if he married a U.S. citizen, 

his life would be so much easier. Then that obsession took over his thinking. I 

started wondering when he stayed out longer hours. Whenever I asked any 

question, he raised his hand and told me to shut up. Then he started mumbling 

about divorce and shipping me back home. That would deeply hurt my family's 

reputation in our community. Here I had casually met one or two families where 

Muslim traditions were followed religiously. I would not dare to share my 

domestic troubles with them. I was taught that a good woman always obeys her 

husband and serves him pleasantly.  Shabir would not tolerate any objections 

from me. 

          “That day he was determined to get hold of my passport. He yelled and 

slapped me and ordered me to hand over the passport. He threatened me with 

a knife. I ran into the bedroom, shut the door and dialed 911. Briefly I explained 

what was going on and left the phone on. He was quiet for a while, so I opened 

the door and ran outside of my apartment. He came after me and started to 

drag me along the sidewalk and up the steps. He heard the police car and let go 

of me. He approached the police as if nothing was going on but they could  

see the fear in my eyes and bruises on my body. They asked him to go and sit 
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in the police car. While he was passing by me, he told me in my language,  

"I will find you and kill you."     

        “I was taken to the police station. After all this, I was afraid for my   life and 

would not dare go back to our apartment. I was given a few pamphlets of 

different organizations and shelters. My English was very weak and I was so 

nervous that my speech was not understandable. One voice, speaking in 

Arabic, replied the next day. That lady was a volunteer, willing to help me. My 

day began with talking to the strangers and sharing my very personal life. 

Although, I was in an unknown place and among unknown people, I felt safe. 

Their confidence helped me to feel that I had some right to be happy too. 

          “I went to many different offices and met many people. I was pleasantly 

surprised to see total strangers actually believing in me, ready to help me! I 

never wanted to face Shabir. I was afraid of him and at the same time I 

despised him. I was only 31 years old and he had destroyed my life. The court 

forced him to pay me a small amount monthly, and divorce proceedings were 

slow to progress due to many complicated issues. The future seemed dubious. 

Fortunately, my advocate found a middle eastern family who needed a 

housekeeper." 

         Selma's host family lived in my neighborhood but she preferred that I pick 

her up and drop her off at the corner drug store. She got a special visa available 

for domestic violence victims, so she could stay here and work.  She did not 

want anyone finding out where she was staying. She kept in touch with her 
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family and a few of us by cell phone. She maintained good relations with her 

host family and lived with them for more than one year until she moved into her 

own apartment. 

       I always felt that if she kept her traditional look wearing a hijab, it might be 

difficult to find a job. I also believe that it is a good idea to assimilate with the 

society in which you live, but without compromising our principles. Covering 

one's head had its purpose under certain circumstances. I brought up that point 

but she was determined to keep her traditional look. She always had to adjust 

her activities with her prayer times. She felt at peace praying five times a day, 

and it showed in her behavior. 

            After her divorce finalized, Selma started receiving marriage proposals. 

She shared the information with me, and I helped her to prepare before each 

"date." One businessman from her country was very nice to her. He was 

divorced with three children. She met with his family during Ramadan and felt 

comfortable. She told him that she needs several months to decide and 

definitely not before her family's approval. They put aside the marriage plans 

and worked out a deal that she would work in one of his stores as a 

salesperson. Our organization helped her to rent and furnish one apartment 

near the shopping mall where she worked. It was a children's clothing store. 

          After several months I received a letter which said: "My wonderful 

teacher! You will be glad to know that my life is getting better. I will be getting 

married soon. My new husband went to my home town and got blessings from 
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my family. I have survived!" 

          My mind vividly remembered one evening with Selma after a long English 

session.  We had a good heart-to-heart talk as we walked out from the 

classroom. The wild flowers and tall pleasant yellow sunflowers were looking at 

us. I admired that sight. Selma started up the hill and through the weeds to 

collect those lovely sunflowers. She brought down a bunch and ceremoniously 

presented them to me. That beautiful evening and her gentle smile left a special 

picture in my heart. 

          I wrote her back. "Those sunflowers are now growing in my garden and 

every time I look at them, they remind me of you. Now you know, growing 

untended in the wild, the pretty sunflowers can survive and thrive, and so have 

you. I wish you courage, wisdom, and joy in your life."      

          ‘Smile Again’, a true story/ teacher- Saryu Parikh, 2009 

Smile Again      

My wonderful teacher, I send you this letter, 

To let you know that my life is much better. 

As you know, I grew up in Syria. 

School and college were sheltered euphoria. 

He was cute and pursued me for long; 

I married him for love, thought together we belonged. 

I was overjoyed to come, guided by his ruling hand. 

I was happy in the hijab, timorous in this foreign land. 
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Soon, my love was quite aloof; he had seen the dollar spoof. 

I was hurt and all alone, didn’t know what was going on! 

He often slapped me here & there; I thought, “He is just upset!” 

I didn’t have anyone to tell, I kept the secrets very well. 

He humiliated me more, asked for papers and passport. 

I said, “No, no, you must leave.” He said, “Need you to deport.” 

 He waved the shiny knife at me, yelled and dragged me to the street. 

I cried and begged him just to stop, couldn’t see a way to retreat. 

The police took me to a bend, where I could barely comprehend. 

They told me to call some shelter place; 

                                “I want to see my mama’s gentle face.” 

   Lucky for me that you were there, you kindly took me in your care. 

You tended my broken, beaten life. 

You stroked my tender, weeping heart. 

You taught me how to get my rights. 

Find the freedom from the fights. 

I look at brighter future sights 

Out of the dark and into the lights. 

I thank you, O’ my teacher, as well as several kind helping hands. 

 Your Happy Survivor. Selma --- 

 

This victim never went back to the abuser. She took every precaution to secure her safety. 

She made herself financially independent before getting into a new relationship. These and a 

few other reasons helped her to come out of the bad situation and smile again. 
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                                                2. Kamal 

            I was on my way to meet Kamaljit kaur at the County Women’s Shelter 

to listen and to teach English. Kamal met me at the door wearing a simple outfit, 

Salwaar-kamiz. My first thought was, “Oh! She looks like a film star and playing 

a sad role in this grim place.” We were told to sit in the computer room. She was 

ready with paper and pen. I know Hindi, which is a National language of India. 

But Kamal informed me that she knew Punjabi and a little Hindi. So, in the circle 

of three languages our sailing started.  

          My good friend Charu, a devoted volunteer member of our domestic 

violence prevention organization, was helping Kamal since last week. Charu 

was called to the shelter because this victim, an Indian young woman, did not 

know much English. Her case was presented in our meeting. 

         Kamal was from a small village in Punjab, India. She was from a middle 

class family and considered herself quite privileged. With her good looks she 

was sure to get a good husband. But she was 24 years old and not married. 

Finally one offer came. The young man was not much educated and was 

supported by his older brother in America. She did not feel good about him but 

she was told, “In America everybody is rich and you can help your siblings to 

bring to the U.S.A.” She did not have other choice. Her wedding with Balkhaar 

was celebrated nicely. 

        Her married life started in an apartment with Balkhaar, his older brother-

wife and their three children. She got along with the family members sweetly but 

dealing with Bal was very difficult. Bal was driving trucks in his brother’s 

business. He was very rough with her. By the end of third year, she was a 
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mother of two daughters. They had moved into a house purchased by her 

brother-in-law. She had learned to answer the telephones and how to get help 

dialing 911. Her teenage niece was a good help. Bal was treating her badly in 

front of the children, so they were very sympathetic to Kamalchaachi. The older 

brother, who was prominent in the Sheikh temple, and his wife tried to advise 

Bal about rights and wrongs, but he used to be too drunk and too stupid to 

change his behavior. 

        That was her fifth year with him and she was pregnant again. He used to 

beat her leaving bruises on her body. Whenever she went to the doctors, he 

would not leave her alone saying, “She does not speak English.” She used to 

communicate silently with the nurse, who would respond with a kind look but 

could not do anything more.  

         The baby boy was not even three months old when she had to dial 911. 

That Sunday afternoon no one else was home except Bal and her three small 

children. Bal was somewhat drunk. He forced himself on Kamal and hit her 

badly when she resisted. Afterward he fell asleep. Kamal was trembling with 

frustrations and anger. She gathered the courage and picked up his cell phone. 

She stepped outside the door and dialed 911. In her broken English and 

queering voice asked for help. She was advised to wait outside the door. When 

police came they told her to collect her crying children. She left in police car 

while Bal was still asleep.  

          It was around eight o’clock when they finished recording her case. She 

was told that, ‘she will be taken to a Women’s Shelter.’ She could not 

understand. “What is a Shelter?” She was taken in a police car by the strangers 

to some remote secluded place! Holding her children tight, she was trying to 

see with her wide eyes where they were taking her? 
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            Finally, some red buttons were pressed and she was taken in through 

two doors. Seeing some kind ladies she breathed again and tears shined in her 

bewildered eyes. That night they managed to help her sleep. The next morning 

my friend Charu was called to be her mentor/advocate. Our organization 

members were in tears by listening about her plight.  

          She did not eat meat, fish or eggs. Kamal was so nice with all the helpers 

in the shelter that her needs were full filled gladly. When I went to see her, she 

was there for only a few days but her warm interaction with the people around 

her was touching. We talked for more than an hour. I helped her to fill out 

several forms and many details of her case. From then on I helped her with the 

applications for the new passports, food stamps and mail for next one year.  

           Later, she took me to meet her children in the nursery. The girls were 

playing and her son was in the small crib. She told me that Bal used to handle 

the girls like piece of luggage. She proved herself soon that she can take care 

of the children. Her little boy got sick in the middle of the night. One worker 

drove her to the hospital. She handled the situation calmly with confidence. We 

were proud of her. In that hidden place she experienced freedom! The birthdays 

and Diwali were celebrated with some unknown, but kind people. 

          The study sessions were full of conversations tinged with tears, smiles 

and laughter. She told me about one sick joke played by her husband. They had 

an old fashioned sword in the house. She and all the kids were in the dining 

room. “Bal came with the sword and chased after me. I was not sure how 
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serious he was! Finally he tackled me, pushed me down on the table and held 

the sword near my neck. I thought he was going to kill me. The children were 

screaming. He released me and was smiling at my humiliation.”  

            I explained the value of different coins because she was never given 

any money. She always carried a purse to the store. One day someone stole 

her purse and slipped away. The people around her were panicked but she 

started laughing, “Oh poor guy! He will not find any money in there.” 

          The district attorney was helping her case. Charu had gone to their house 

with a police officer and collected Kamal’s personal belongings and her jewelry. 

Kamal was protected by law but whenever I took her to the post office for the 

passport applications or some other places, the fear on her face was obvious. 

She used to keep on looking around and if she saw remotely similar car, she 

would try to hide. Her sister-in-law tried to convince her to come back on the 

phone. Their community got involved to resolve the conflicts. Her mentor Charu 

was constantly in communication with her brother-in-law. One night after nine, 

Charu got a call to meet the leaders of their temple. She went and asked for 

some securities on behalf of Kamal which were denied. The court date was set 

to put her abusive husband into the jail for a long time. He had a few other 

illegal acts in the police file. 

          On the day of the hearing Charu was in lawyer’s office with Kamal. A 

coworker and I were waiting at the courthouse. Two men came. The older one 

was wearing his white ethnic garb and turban, while the other one wore blue 
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jacket and jeans and a ‘chip on his shoulder.’ They inquired with us about the 

same judge. We had time to measure him up. Charu had to come alone 

because she could not convince Kamal to come to the court. Eventually, Bal 

was put in the jail. He kept on requesting to see Kamal.  

          Now what? She had no possibilities to support herself. With three small 

children she was in the shelter since eight months. Bal was home after 

spending three months in the jail. Her sister-in-law was asking her to come 

back. She was saying, “Bal has changed after the jail experience. Everything 

will be all right.” All of us believed that she will suffer same way. So she was 

quiet about her thoughts of moving back. She wanted to apply for Citizenship.  

           That was Friday I went to pick her up to go to submit the forms. She said, 

“Oh, I forgot.” –very unusual! She got ready and we were on our way. All of a 

sudden she said, “That is my husband’s van. Please turn around. I don’t want to 

go.”  Charu went to visit her on Sunday. Kamal did not talk much. 

          Monday morning her caseworker called to say, “Kamal has packed her 

things and about to be picked up by her sister-in-law.” Charu talked to Kamal, 

“This is not a right decision but any time you need help, we are here. Take 

care.” The emotional voice responded, “Thank you auntie, I will never forget.” 

         We did not hear from her for a couple of weeks. Charu called and she 

talked with her meekly. She asked her to come and collect her jewelry. She 

came with her niece. Kamal looked weary and dull. Without looking into Charu’s 

eyes she answered some questions, collected her things and left. Two 
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concerned eyes followed her as far as they can. 

         Within two months we heard, “She is back in the shelter.” Bal was good 

for a few days but again abuse and control started. In her desperate condition 

she came up with a plan to escape from him.  Kamal told her husband when he 

was in good mood. “Why don’t you take me to the District Attorney’s office so I 

can take back the complaint against you.”  The next day whole family piled into 

the car, she carried a heavy diaper bag. At the office she went inside with the 

children and the bag. He waited outside. Kamal did not have to explain much to 

the attorney because she was handling her case since last several months. 

Instead of Kamal, an officer showed up at the gate and Bal realizing the 

situation, drove away in his car.  

           We arranged for her trip to India. Charu kept on receiving her calls from 

India periodically. She was in good spirit and had not given up the desire to 

come back to USA and earn dollars.  

Epilog: Almost two years are passed. Her ex keeps on asking her to come back 

but she is not afraid of him anymore. She calls from New York, “Auntie! I am 

staying with a kind Punjabi family and working in their store. After six months 

my mother will bring the children here and she will help me to care for them 

while I work.”    We wish her well with a smile.  

                                                  The biggest complication occurs when children are in the 

middle of any abusive relationship.  This victim had not much education or a backup system from 

back home. She went back to the abuser and had narrow escape the second time.  The abuser 

recognizes the victim’s weaknesses and continues to keep control..                           
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                                      3. Helping Hands. 

        Tara asked me hesitantly, “Will you come for lunch with me one day?” 

         I was surprised. I had come to know Tara for about a year as the second 

wife of our friend, Tapan. She had come to America for the first time at the age 

of thirty-five into this new family to live with a new husband, his teenaged-son 

and his mother. I would sometimes drive Tara and her mother-in-law to some 

ladies’ get-togethers and religious classes. Tara used to follow quietly while her 

mom-in-law did all the talking.  

       Tapan and his mother’s conversations implied that Tara was some ordinary 

girl and that they had obliged her by bringing her here. Tara had some 

complications getting an immigration visa. She had her own beauty salon in 

India and had annulled her first marriage. Because of these issues, it took more 

than a year for her to come to the U.S. As soon she arrived, she was expected 

to adjust herself into a set and decisively organized household.  She was 

treated as an ignorant person who did not know English and American ways of 

life. This kind of impression was created about her, and that is how I initially 

perceived her. 

          When she asked me to meet her, she had just gotten her driver’s license. 

She drove to my house and I took her to a restaurant for lunch. She said, “You 

must be wondering why I asked you to meet with me. I have heard about your 

social work and kindness. I admire that.” She talked about her interest in 
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literature and yoga. After some time she said, “I don’t have anyone here. All I 

know are Tapan’s friends. Can I trust you with something?” I assured her by 

saying, “I am a volunteer for an organization for domestic violence victims, and 

whatever you say will stay with me.”  

         She said, “I am miserable in that house. Oh! What dreams I had, but I feel 

I am living a night-mare!” I could not believe my ears. We thought Tapan was a 

good guy and had just wanted to get married a second time, but his old mother 

just needed a young person to run the household.  

           I said, “You will have to be patient. You will feel better when you will find 

some work outside. You got your driver’s license, that’s good.”  

           She said, “I tell you how I managed to get it. I’ve had my learning permit 

a long time, but Tapan would not take me for the driving test. So I requested 

some help from a friend of his the day before my permit was to expire, and I 

passed the driving test.” The tears welled up in her eyes. 

         She stopped herself from saying anything more with a scary thought; 

“What will happen if she goes and tells these things to my husband and mother-

in-law?” 

             I asked her some questions about her life in India. Before we left,  

I encouraged her to learn English. I drove her to a free coaching class location 

the following week. After a few weeks, I ran into her when she was coming out 

of the English class. With a bright look on her face, she said, “I am so glad. In 

my class there are highly educated foreign immigrant students who do not know 
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good English. I am not stupid as I was made to feel in my home.”  

       Several months passed. One time I went to see her mother-in-law. She 

complained about Tara for not doing enough work in the house. She said, “Tara 

is studying to get a beautician’s license. She took the exam the other day but 

she failed due to her negligence and wasted our money.” 

       Tara told me later that Tapan and his mom were upset because she was 

tied up with an order and did not pass. But she was determined to pass the test. 

The following week, she left early with a friend to a far away location, took the 

test, and got the license. When she showed the license to the in-laws, they 

were angry with her for going there without their permission.  

         That was her third year in that house. I noticed that Tara and Tapan were 

never seen together in any social function. One mutual friend told me that she 

was inquiring about a shelter for domestic violence victims. I thought there may 

be some minor disagreements.  

But she then wanted to meet with me again.  When she came, she was 

agitated. She said, “My husband and mother-in-law are telling me to pack my 

bags and get lost. My step-son, out of sympathy for me, says that it will be good 

for me.” Tara needed my help and also the help of our organization.  

           There are many different faces of domestic violence. She was suffering 

mental and verbal abuse. She was slapped by her husband in front of a guest 

one night. She was humiliated and neglected by her own husband’s behavior 

and by the constant taunts from her mother-in-law.         
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She was accepted as the organization’s client. 

          Tara told her story:        

          “I was told by my sister that Tapan had come back to India to remarry.  

He was in his mid-forties and worked for the Federal Government in USA. I was 

several years younger than him but we appeared to be a good match. I was told 

that his first wife was a bad person. His family had a good reputation in our 

community in India. In a week, the marriage was organized. I whole-heartedly 

accepted the idea of having a teenaged step-son and Tapan’s mother in my 

unknown, hazy, future life. 

               “I expressed my desire to have one sister for his son on the first night, 

but he did not reply. Much later he told me about his secret decision of having 

no more children. 

              “In India, Tapan’s cousin helped me to prepare the immigration papers 

with the guidance of his lawyer in the USA. I came to this country with lots of 

love and expectations. Very soon I took all the responsibilities of the household 

chores. His mother constantly kept a watch that I was doing all the work 

according to her rules and schedule. I felt so happy and needed. But my loving 

romantic devotion was met with indifference. I noticed that I was taken for 

granted and if some little thing went wrong, I was scolded mercilessly. It took 

some time but eventually my step-son liked me. However, he felt it was his right 

to order me around as my husband did. The mother of my step-son lived 

nearby, but his affection was torn between two bitter broken relations.  
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        “I started to work as a beautician. I needed to get the driver’s license and 

had to learn English. He nicknamed me ‘stupid’. The father and son would 

watch English movies and I had to be around to provide whatever they needed. 

My permanent residency was granted and I became legal in the USA. I always 

appreciated his part in bringing me here. I gave all my earnings to him and he 

used to give me some spending money with the strict instruction that I have to 

manage in that small amount. “Dollars do not grow on trees!” My mother-in-law 

kept on reminding me that I was so fortunate to be here and was lucky to live in 

his house. The put-downs and insults were every-day occurrences.  

           “I was doing mediation and self-study to keep myself sane. I felt 

completely alone. I came to know some good people but they were all Tapan’s 

friends. His impression was good among his friends. So I felt that even if I told 

them how badly I had been treated by the family, no one would believe me. He 

used to discuss finances and all other details on the phone with his older sisters 

but at those times I was sent away so I could not hear. I did not know how much 

he earned, let alone his bank balance. I was still willing to do anything and 

everything, considering them my own family members. Yet, Tapan was still very 

dismissive of me. For instance, he would go to a friend’s house, leaving me 

home alone, and when I would call and ask, “Can I join you?” he would say, 

“No. I am coming home soon,” but would not show up for hours.  

          “I had observed that he was influenced very easily by other people. One 

month, his mother went to visit his sister. We had some disagreement in the 
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bedroom and he moved out of the bedroom. The next day I went to him and he 

responded warmly. I was overjoyed. Then I heard him talking on the phone. 

After that, again he was rude and cold with me. I felt that his kins’ opinions were 

that I did not obey and serve them right, so I was not worthy. He stopped talking 

to me. He insulted the food I prepared. So I stopped cooking.” 

          Tara started crying. I knew Tapan and his mom well. I thought, he is in his 

late forties, second marriage and this woman is ready and willing to make their 

marriage work. All of their friends will help to patch up this relationship. One 

friend invited them without telling them who was coming to dinner. As soon 

Tapan saw her there, he wanted to leave. After that, eating together did not do 

any good. When Tapan’s mother was approached, she said, “I don’t want to do 

anything.” We all were shocked. These people were determined to kill the 

possibility of joy in so many lives. Secretly, the stepson said, “They did the 

same thing to my mom and that drove her crazy.” 

          One close family friend told them to try earnestly for two weeks. Tara did 

whatever possible to please the family. But one week later, divorce papers were 

delivered in her name. She immediately went to see that friend and pleaded 

with him to convince Tapan to stop the process. His friend was very angry at 

Tapan for not keeping his word.  

           Tapan told Tara, “You will not get a penny from me.” He snapped his 

fingers and pointed at the door, “Get lost.” Tara asked him, “Where would I go?  

I don’t have anyone here and my parents in India don’t even know that we have 
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marital problems. This will kill them.”  

        As a procedure, when there are domestic problems, the victim is advised 

to move to a shelter. When I suggested that, she said, “I will tolerate whatever  

is thrown at me but I will not move out.”  I was surprised and impressed by her 

determination.  

         I took her to a lawyer for consultation. Tara’s English was very poor so I 

had to be present all the time. When we asked if Tara could stay at the house  

or not, the lawyer asked only one question. “What is the home address on your 

driver’s license? If it is the same house you are living in peacefully, no one can 

throw you out.” With that understanding she got some mental strength back. 

She told Tapan and his mother as soon they grumbled again, “If I am harassed, 

I will call the police.” That statement really scared them because they did not 

want to look bad in the eyes of society. Tapan gave a strict order to his mother 

to hold her tongue.  

             Filing for divorce proved to be Tapan’s worst mistake – and it was a 

costly one. He was a government employee. He could hide a small amount of 

money but he could not hide his retirement fund and the 401K savings plan to 

which his wife would have an equal right. It was very obvious that by going to 

court, the law would force him to share these funds with Tara. If he would have 

agreed to give some money to Tara in the beginning, as some of their friends 

had advised, she would have accepted it. She was not bitter or greedy. I never 

heard her cursing him for causing her so much pain. She could have exposed 
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some dishonest behavior at work which would have created very serious 

problems with his job, but she was not out to punish him. 

With court papers, the nightmare began for both parties. One day, Tara told me 

that she would stop by my home before going to work. The decided time came 

and went. I started to worry. I thought they may have found out that I am helping 

her and would have stopped her! But finally she came. She told me that she 

had the master bedroom, but the bathroom she had to share with her husband 

and stepson. They had delayed her.   

            They were under the impression that because Tara did not have money 

and did not know English well, she would be scared to face him in court. So 

when he found out that our organization was behind her, the mother and son 

must have been extremely angry with me. 

           I let her decide between this American lawyer and a lawyer who spoke 

her language. I was surprised when she chose this powerful American lawyer. 

Our organization was prepared to pay the lawyer’s fee. Tara could demand from 

her husband, but we knew that he would never agree to pay. She used to come 

at least twice a week to my house to prepare for the court case. Tara was very 

particular in keeping all the records in order. It took uncountable hours to be 

ready for court. 

           One day at the end of a session when we were walking out, the lawyer 

handed us a letter saying, “I received this from Tapan’s lawyer.” When I read it, 

I was shocked. I explained to Tara that the letter was accusing Tara of wrong-

doing to get her visa, and that the marriage was a fraud. We knew the 

importance of addressing these points from the beginning to nip this accusation 

in the bud.  
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          On the first day of court, Tapan’s lawyer was disqualified due to conflict of 

interest. She had handled Tara’s immigration case. Any wrong-doing was 

proved to be guided by Tapan’s lawyer. Tara presented the letter, written by 

Tapan to his cousin in India. Tapan looked like a fool to the court. The judge 

ordered mediation. Later Tara told me, “That day after court, I arrived at the 

house first. Tapan came home and was giving information to the neighbor for a 

long time while his mother waited nervously in the house.” Tara felt pity for her 

even though she was an instigator in this drama.  

         At the mediation Tapan offered some money but Tara was advised very 

strongly by her lawyer not to accept the offer while I was suggesting that she 

accept it and move on. She took her lawyer’s advice. I was little upset with her 

and for the first time, after helping her for more than a year, I told her, “Now you 

are on your own.” She was speechless. 

        After a week she called, “Can I come to see you?” She came and 

apologized. She said, “Without your support I do not have the courage and 

confidence to do anything. With your positive input, in my heart I feel that I am 

fighting for the right reasons. That night, I went home and cried and cried.” I 

said that whatever decision was made, stick with it. She needed to move 

forward and I would continue to help her to the end.  

        Tara had cultivated many close relations with some of Tapan’s friends. It 

turned out that so many of his friends had stopped talking to him and became 

loyal supporters of Tara. She was in that same house while court dates 

extended from months to years. She was tolerating the hateful looks. She would 

quickly cook her meal and get out of her mother-in-law’s way. One time the 

visiting sister-in-law started shouting at her. She called me on her cell phone 

and I helplessly heard the bitter words. I called one of my volunteer friends to go 
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and just park her car in the front of the house. Later my friend called the sister-

in-law and firmly put some sense in her head. It was not worth calling the police. 

         Tara was enduring verbal abuse and insinuations from the three family 

members day and night. Every court date was draining. Finally her day in court 

came. She explained her side in broken English, but the judge believed her 

story and granted her half of Tapan’s retirement and savings fund. More than 

two years prior, this whole situation had been initiated by Tapan due to his 

disrespect for Tara and over-confidence in him-self. He had created the 

situation with his first wife where she had lost custody of her son and was 

forced to pay child support from her nominal income. What happened with Tara 

seemed like poetic justice. 

         The nice people who had gone out of their way to help Tapan’s mother 

before went above and beyond to help Tara and continued the same loyal 

support after the divorce. Tapan’s cousin, Simadidi, gave strong support to 

Tara, which was very significant. The night before moving out of the house, she 

pulled out two suitcases which she had brought from India almost five years 

before. She was feeling very emotional as she started to pack her things. The 

tears were rolling with the thought of failure of her marriage and the prospect of 

a lonely future. At that time, Simadidi called. She assured her. “You are getting 

out of that hell-hole and coming to my house, so just keep positive thoughts and 

a smile on your face.” For Tara, Sima’s house would become a second home 

for years to come. 

          She planned to move out of Tapan’s house with dignity. That day, five 

ladies, who were Tapan’s family friends, highly respected in society, gathered in 

front of Tapan’s house. One volunteer went inside. Tara opened her bags in 

front of Tapan and his mother to show what she had packed. She did pranam  
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to his mother and wished Tapan well. She went to her stepson and said, “I love 

you and I do not harbor any hard feelings against you.”  Then she finally left that 

house forever. 

           Tara invited all her supporters and her lawyer to her new apartment to 

thank them and to celebrate her new freedom. Our organization helped her with 

the rent for a few months. She was determined to forgive and forget and move 

on.  She has kept on trying her best to overcome the loneliness. She continues 

to strive to improve her English and herself. So many times she still calls to 

cross-check her intentions behind her karmas and to separate rights from 

wrongs. I am confident that she will try her best to bring out the best from within.                         

 

             As a withering flower is brought back to life by the dew drops, the 

anxious heart of Tara was enlivened by a few affectionate helping hands. She 

showed unusual courage to face betrayal and confidence to fight for her dignity.                

                                                                    ---------- 

This victim took care of herself in the best possible way she could. Her honesty and wisdom 

helped her to establish loyal relations with generous people.. She continued to live a good life 

through her own hard work and with our emotional support. 
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Working with victims of domestic violence, poems like this have been written. 

                                                Helping Hand 

                               Sis, I accepted strangers as my own, 

                             my heart was full of hopes and dreams, 

                                  I came trusting the thread of love, 

                                    I enjoyed the bliss of marriage. 

He was a center of my universe, 

He was staying in my inner most verse, 

He was the purpose of my being by, 

Now miserable cry in my sigh. 

 

That tender string broke in the midst, 

Couldn't mend it with trials and trysts, 

He cut it with a jerk, left me hanging helpless 

Now all alone, how to fill this emptiness! 

 

Let the tears flow today due to the hurt, 

 But my soul lamp is shine inner trust 

Promise, I will find my lost self respect 

With the help of your sweet smile, o'sis 

With the help of your sweet smile 

---------- 

When a victim finds the right helping hands and holds on to them to regain her confidence, 

her inner strength brings her dignity and stability.
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                                                       4. Turn Around 

             I had been a volunteer for a domestic violence organization for many 

years when one day I received a call requesting help from a young, educated 

Indian woman. She was calling from a women’s shelter where she had been 

staying for the last three months with her five-year-old son.          

            She was a petite, smart-looking young woman. But her face carried lines 

of worry.   

            She said, "I told you that my name is Shona, but my given name is 

Deepika." 

           She was from a prestigious family in Mumbai. When she had met her 

husband, he was 30 and she was only 18 and had just finished her first year of 

college. As a teenager she had big dreams and was rebellious. When she was 

given the opportunity to go to America, she forgot that she was a Hindu and he 

was a Muslim. She thought that she was in love and ignored all the warning 

signs. They lied about her age and used several other tricks to get her visa. 

Deepika came to the USA and closed all doors behind her in India.  

She became Shona. 

         With tears in her eyes, she said, “My family was so ashamed. They told 

people that I had gone to the USA for studies.” 

          Her husband worked in an automobile garage. Shona was working in a 

gift shop. She had a good relationship with the owner of the shop and did her 

job well.  But her husband had become abusive. Two years after their marriage, 

she gave birth to a son. The rough treatment from her husband was hard on 

her. One time she had to call the police. The situation had become unbearable 

at home, so she had taken this desperate step of moving to the shelter.  
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          When she came to see me, she had just been informed that she needed 

to move out of the women’s shelter. She was studying at the local community 

college to be a nurse’s assistant, and her ultimate goal was to become a nurse.  

She was seeking financial and emotional support.  She needed money to rent 

her own apartment, to pay college fees, and to get a good lawyer. I presented 

her case to the board of the domestic violence organization. They were 

impressed by her determination and the desire to become a professional 

individual. We approved rent money for several months, paid her college fees in 

full, and found her a lawyer.   

          Now Shona was able to focus on her studies and her son.  She filed for 

divorce. She said that she did not want anything except custody of her son. But 

things have a way of getting complicated. So many times she would call me in 

total frustration:  the long delays in the court system, the uncertainties and 

responsibilities.  It concerned me when she said, “I will escape to Canada with 

my son and make sure that he can never find us. I need to teach him a lesson.” 

I would try to calm her down and point out the legal problems that would arise 

for her if she were to do something so desperate. In time, I felt assured that she 

would not do anything rash. 

          Now and then I would hear her excited voice on the phone, “Saryu!  

Guess what?  I got A’s in all of my classes!” She received a scholarship for the 

following semester so it was less of a burden on our organization. 

          Her divorce was finalized, and Shona got joint custody of their son. She 

realized that she had to be more careful and maintain cordial relations with her 

ex. In the meantime, she was getting to know one young man named Michael. 

She said he was very kind and trustworthy.  

         Upon her former husband’s insistence, one day she visited him for several 
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hours. But when she was leaving, a neighbor saw him hit her. The neighbor 

called the police. After that he was ordered to leave the country with no option 

to re-enter.  But all this time, her ex was confident that Shona would come back 

to him. He insisted on taking their son back to India with him. He said, “Over 

there, everything will be back to normal. You come later, and I will keep you in 

comfort.”  Shona had to agree with a heavy heart. She was barely supporting 

herself and had at least two more semesters to study. She knew his sister, her 

nanand, in India would take good care of her son. 

          Shona secretly married Michael and had prepared the necessary 

passports for herself and her son. She finished her final exam and flew to 

Mumbai the next day. Her ex had rented them an apartment and had made 

plans for their life together. Shona made peace with her family and let them 

know her situation. Every day she would take her son to her parents’ house at a 

specific time. As planned, Michael quietly came to Delhi and booked three 

tickets to fly back to America. 

         One day, with the pretext of going to her parents’ house, she left with her 

son and instead took a flight from Mumbai to Delhi, where they met Michael. 

From there, Michael, Shona and her son flew safely back to the U.S.  I was 

surprised to hear her excited voice on the phone.  

“Saryu! Guess why I sound so happy!  It is because my son is right here sitting 

next to me. We just got back from India. Thank you for giving me the chance to 

become Deepika once again.”   I felt the happy vibrations of a mother’s heart.  

          The veil of desires and greed prevents a person to look at the realities. 

The experience leaves the un-repairable bruises long after coming out of the 

situation. Deepika’s leap without looking has cost her a lot. She is visualizing 

the new beginning and takes each step with open eyes and steady mind.  
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   Both individuals used lies to get what they wanted but one turned out to be an abuser to 

control and run other person’s life. The victim’s actions are for the care for her child and to 

give herself decent life 

                                              Poem-Turnaround 

                    I look around in the lonely night at the lonesome path. 

                           Where did I start and where have I ended up? 

I said those lies to become a mistress, 

my lies and traps brought deep distress. 

I stand and stare at sweet childhood. 

 I was the one who had closed that door. 

Take me back to my home town  

give me the name which was my own. 

Please, let me hold a helping hand,  

so I can step into the freedom land. 

Shona’s suffering came to an end,  

with love and strength she took a stand.  

She paid her dues with great patience, 

returned Deepika with her son. 

---------                                         
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                                                    5. Her Dry Tears 

             While living in Houston, I was invited to be a Board member for a 

volunteer domestic violence organization. That week I was monitoring calls.   

In the middle of the afternoon, I got a call from a far-away state.  

            The lady said she had a niece named Reema in India whose five-year-

old daughter and husband were living in the Houston area. Two years prior, 

they had all gone to India for a short visit, and Reema was tricked by her 

husband into staying in India while with her in-laws, he brought her child back to 

the U.S.  She was left without her passport so she could not re-enter the U.S.  

           Her situation seemed beyond the capacity of our small nonprofit 

organization. Reema’s aunt kept on calling me, saying that we were her last 

hope. By that time, Reema had secured her passport and she was ready to 

come to Houston.  I presented her case to the Board and we accepted her as 

our client.  As a volunteer this was such a new experience for me. 

           Reema came to Houston with her aunt, Monabua, and I went to see 

them. Reema was quiet, somewhat dull.  She was 32-years-old and had 

education as a pharmacist in India. I became very hopeful with the idea that we 

could help her to get her license as a pharmacist to work in the U.S. They both 

did not share my enthusiasm.  I was unsure as to why at the time. 

Monabua arranged a meeting with Reema’s husband.  They all sat down 

together for all of ten minutes. It was very clear that he wanted a divorce and 
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she wanted to see her child.  Monabua hired a lawyer before she went back to 

her home state. Reema was left in my care.  I managed to get her a place in the 

Women’s shelter.  

            I started hearing about her inability to follow simple rules. I would get 

calls from her from all over town saying she missed her ride. I felt sorry for her 

for getting into these troubles because of her lack of attention. I got her all the 

necessary materials to study for her pharmacy exam, but I never saw her open 

a single book. She had some excuse every time.  After two weeks I talked to a 

manager in a chain store, and out of her kindness she gave Reema a job. The 

next step was to find her an apartment, for which our organization would initially 

pay the rent.    Fortunately, I saw an advertisement for a room to rent in the 

house of a divorced young mother with a baby. Meanwhile, I tried to talk to 

Reema’s husband, but politely gave me his lawyer’s number. 

           She did not have transportation, so my duty was to drive her around.  

Her attitude and lack of efficiency were frustrating. On the first day of work my 

husband Dilip and I both went to pick her up early in the morning but she had 

overslept.  But we were glad that now she had a job. I thought that she should 

have a car. In my neighborhood, I spotted a car for sale, and the owners were 

kind enough to reduce the price. I proposed to the Board that we loan her the 

money which she may pay back. There was disagreement about this 

unprecedented help to the victim. After a lot of discussion, Reema got that 

money. I got used to the phone ringing early in the morning with questions like, 
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“Where are my car keys?”  I would tell her to look in her heavily-loaded purse 

again. One night at ten o’clock she called after work saying, “My car does not 

start.” After some questions I asked her to check the gear, which had been in 

Drive.     

            She was depressed most of the time, so I got her a psychiatrist to help 

her. Depression is a vicious cycle of cause and effect. I felt compassion 

for all parties involved. Her actions made me realize that how important it is to 

have a functional brain, common sense, and intelligence to get us through 

difficult situations. 

          By court order, the day of meeting with her daughter had arrived. She 

dressed up nicely and took some toys with her. The meeting place, a mall, was 

one hour away and this was the first time I was to meet her husband. To be 

safe, Dilip drove us there.  

         The little girl was not ready to let go of her father’s hand. She was gently 

forced to sit near her mother while the father sat nearby so she could see him. 

The child had to spend one hour with her mother. She was in tears and all she 

talked about was her dad. Reema took her around for a little walk and when 

they came back, the child was all smiles at seeing her father. Reema later told 

us that it was the only time she saw her smile. In following visits she remained 

distant from Reema.  

         Reema was managing her life with lots of help from us. After  

about six months, the court decision was to give custody of the child to her 
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father with visiting options for Reema. She got some money, but she had to  

pay child support. She had lived in Houston as a married woman for two years 

but no one came forward to say that she was a capable mother. She told me 

often that no one cared for her except me.  

         She was then let go from her job. She moved back to the shelter.  

On moving day I had told her to pack her things so I could help her to load at 

three o’clock. When I arrived, she was running in circles, doing many things and 

accomplishing very little. We loaded things as they were and I told her that at 

the shelter she would have plenty of time to sort things out. I talked to her aunt 

and we both felt that she had to live with some family members.  She just wasn’t 

able to function on her own. She did not want to go back to live with her 

widowed mother in India.  

         Reema ended up moving to her aunt’s home hundreds of miles away.  

She left some important papers in her car, which she had parked at our home. 

When I opened the car door, I found it was full of junk. So day by day I had to 

empty the car to prepare it for sale. The car was sold, and to be kind to her  

I gave her the money. She had been oblivious to the fact that it was the 

organization that had bought her the car!  After my explanation, she thanked the 

organization properly. 

         She had to come for the scheduled meetings to visit her child, but the trips 

were too expensive for her. I suggested that she go back to India and be 

someone of whom a daughter could be proud.  After a year or so, I received a 
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phone call. “Saryu!  I miss you. I am going to India. I don’t know what will be 

next! Thank you very much for giving me a chance to see my child again.” 

        She was a victim of her own attitude and in turn she became victim of her 

own people. Her emotions were still behind her dry tears.  

An organization can help, but the success of a survivor depends upon her own 

instinct and intelligence. 

                                                           ------------ 

                            Until this experience, I had not realized in true sense, the brain is a 

mighty monitor in the program of our life. This thought makes me humble and fills 

my heart with compassion. 
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Her Dry Tears 

In the dark corner with ghosts 

I paid a heavy depression cost; 

God gave me a sweet angel 

   and her to you, I simply lost... 

 Some kind people do care 

But relation is a two-way affair, 

I feel barren, dull within 

Have nothing much to share...  

They say my tasks are all undone 

But I have been busy, overwhelmed; 

I saw good fortune dance away 

Leaned on someone else’s sway... 

 

 My life is a thick layers of clouds 

I fall and no one here to hold; 

I hope and pray a spark of joy 

may ignite the dim internal light. 
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                                                6. Rachna, Our  Princess 

                One afternoon, I was looking at my best friend Rachna dressed in her 

new purple dress. Her mother entered the room and words easily expressed  

her sentiments.  She had said, “Oh! Our pretty princess.” 

             I was remembering  so many things about her today because  

she was getting married and my parents did not give me permission to attend 

her wedding in a far away city.  Every summer Rachna used to come to her 

grandmother’s house in our town. Their house was always crowded with family 

members and friends while Rachna and her three brothers were there.   

Rachna, a sweet loving girl, was a reason for our group of friends to remain 

connected for all those years.         

            Rachna was three years older than me, but we were best friends and  

I somewhat worshipped her.  She used to say, “I will get the best education 

possible. But my dream is to have a nice family life, a sweet little home with 

children, but not too many!”  And she would giggle.  

            She had written all about her choice-marriage with a military man, 

named Ajay. Since Rachna’s older brother was in the military, he had found him 

for her. He was of the same cast and his family was in Mumbai.  She had said 

about her feelings toward him, “What can I say? He is The One.”  

           Fifteen days after her wedding, she came for a day trip to our town while 

her husband stayed with some of his relatives. Rachna was very excited about 

her new family and her plan to go and live with her husband on the border.  
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           After that I did not hear from her, so I was happily imagining her being 

totally submerged in her new life. Everything seemed like a story written for a 

great movie. But after some time, I was crushed to hear from her aunt’s friend 

that Rachna had returned to her parents’ house in the last several months. I did 

not want to believe it or to repeat it to anyone with a wishful thought that this 

bad news would go away. 

           It was almost one year since her marriage. One day Rachna arrived to 

my house unexpectedly. We looked into each other’s eyes and started crying.  

She had come to attend a wedding in my town. In the quiet of the night she told 

me about her painful encounter.     

          Rachna said, “I was on cloud nine! My in-laws were pleased with me,  

but Ajay was mostly quiet around me.  I thought maybe he was a loner. The first 

night was nothing special. I thought, ‘Naturally! Ours is a choice marriage, not a 

love marriage.’ 

          “He went to his posting and I went to my mother’s for two weeks. Then I 

went to join him in our new home. I was all set to start my new life. I was 

prepared to take any challenge life would throw at me because I thought that 

my partner Ajay would be next to me. The first couple of days, I was busy 

making sure that the military residence was more of a warm, welcoming home. 

Ajay was quiet as before and Tommy, I thought, was a paid helper for our 

household, though I was puzzled by his constant presence in our home. 
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          “The second night, I asked Ajay why he was sleeping so far away from 

me. He mumbled that he was tired or something and turned away from me.  

The tears in my eyes welled up and dried themselves in that cold night.  

I thought he would warm up to me soon. Every day, I went on convincing myself 

with many excuses for his indifference. 

          “One Saturday afternoon, I came home from the market. I saw Tommy 

hurriedly coming out of our bedroom. I was surprised but was hesitant to ask 

any questions.   

           “My days were dull and nights were long. One night, we were invited to 

go for Navaratri puja at a neighbor’s house.  Ajay insisted that I go alone.  

I went, but did not feel well, so I came home early and went quietly to our 

bedroom to surprise Ajay. But I got the shock of my life when I saw Ajay and 

Tommy sleeping together in our bed. Ajay was startled, ‘Oh! You are home!’ 

And realizing the implications, he said, ‘Well now you know.’  

          “I ran out of the room. That night on the living room couch was the 

loneliest night of my life. The next morning he came and sat in front of me.  

I did not see any guilt on his face. I asked, ‘Why did you marry me?’ I tried my 

best to control my quivering voice.  Without much emotion, he said,  

‘I liked you. My family was after me to get married and with you everything 

worked out so easily. I thought you would understand and cooperate.’ 

          “I could not tolerate looking at him, so I got up and left.  My first thought 

was to break everything around me and leave. Then I thought about mamma-
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papa and my brothers.  How would they be able to bear the pain of my 

shattered married life?  At least I should put in some effort to salvage the 

situation.  

          “I had been there for two weeks but it seemed like ages. All of a sudden  

I found myself inefficient, insecure, and helpless. I felt that I was a total failure 

and at fault about the situation. When I was calm enough after a couple of 

nights, I went to lie down next to him. I requested Ajay to change his way of life 

and let go of Tommy. But he said, ‘If you just cooperate, things can work out.’ 

We were in the middle of our conversation when Tommy came in and lay down 

on his other side. Ajay welcomed him. I was burning with the insult. After that 

night, I never set foot in our bedroom at night. 

          “My mummy came to visit her happily married daughter as we had 

planned. She saw my withered face and assumed that something was wrong.  

But she couldn’t have remotely dreamt about my life’s reality. I told mummy 

when I was somewhat sure that I would be able to talk without breaking down 

into sobs.  It was very difficult to put into words. My mother’s face was ashen. 

Slowly I regained my confidence and realized that I was an innocent victim. I 

had to make a decision. 

          “As a last effort, I sat down with Ajay to find out whether he wanted to 

save our marriage or not. He said, ‘Now you know that Tommy is very important 

in my life, and only when you accept that is there any point in talking.’  Again I 

was so hurt and angry that the tears started rolling.  
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          “I told him, ‘The way you have hurt me and my family, I hope that you get 

punished for this cruelty.’  I left his home - our home - and never looked back, 

but a piece of my heart I lost forever.  I had my family’s support but how was  

I to fill this empty corner in my soul?”   

          In a race against time, Rachna passed one of the highest civil service 

exams and became a top officer in the Civil Service. She always remained the 

best daughter, a loving sister and a loyal friend.  But after a long journey 

through life, she summed up her mental state in this story:  

         “There was an award ceremony for the military service retirees.  

I was the chief guest. There, Ajay’s name was announced. My heart  

skipped a beat. He received his award but could not look up at me.  

I saw him slowly going down to sit next to Tommy.  

I felt a pinch - he is with someone and I am alone.” 

                     

                        My illumined heart, at peace, with awareness art, 

                                   But the daily routine is a difficult task, 

                             Made deals with the days to face lone nights, 

                                     I live two lives of frolic and fright. 
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Assurance 

Her small self wonders, where are we going? 

Hand in hand - where grandma will take me! 

The delicate face looks up into my eyes; 

“Will you stay with me where ever I go?” 

They started a new life, walking side by side, 

Pleasing promises, the moments abide. 

Once in a while a suspicious smile, 

“Will you stay with me forever or not?” 

Very old age, dependent upon kin, 

The service and care are over, forgotten. 

The wrinkled face whispers worried, 

“Will you stay with me or leave?” 

I turn, look back, through a haze of tears, 

My steps take me far but not forever. 

I promise, my love, I shall return, 

Please keep the wick fully upturned. 

--- 

The question is raised at the different stages in the life by different relations. 

The loyalty and trust are promised and time will tell, if fullfilled. 
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7.  A white dress with red flowers 

            In my beloved city Bhavnagar, on my parents’ teaching salaries, we 

lived comfortably, even if it was month-to-month living. As a middle-class family, 

we had our own bungalow with a good-sized garden and more than ten mango 

trees. I was in charge of taking care of the rose bushes. I had a few dresses 

which I used to fold carefully and arrange on one shelf in a cabinet. We had not 

experienced much luxury in our lives, so what you did not have you did not miss 

having.  

          When I was a child, I had gotten sick with Typhoid fever and after that, for 

some unknown reason, I had become a chubby little teenager. My cousins used 

to tease me, saying, “Double Typhoid, if you worry, you will lose weight.” And I 

used to ask, “Tell me, how to worry?”  

         My father did most of the shopping, but for my clothes I always went with 

my mom. I used to wait for the Saturdays when my mother had half day of 

school. On shopping day, I would be ready early and with all the silent body 

language I could muster, I would encourage my mom to get ready. The fear of 

the arrival of some unexpected guests and any delay because of them was very 

traumatic for me. I would rush to offer them tea and quickly prepare it and serve 

the guests. After that, I would stand near the door to express my urgency 

without being rude. 

         That special day we went to our newly-found favorite fabric store. The 
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men started showing us different fabrics for my dresses. That special attention 

to this thirteen-year-old girl was sweet like honey. One man brought out a roll 

of fabric from the far corner. As soon he unrolled this soft white georgette with 

tiny red flowers, I was sold. The measuring tape came to the end, showing 

some damaged material. My mom said, “We cannot buy this fabric.” My eyes 

were glued to the fabric. The tears shined in my eyes. My mom gave in. The 

dress was made from that smooth material and I was allowed to wear it only on 

special occasions. I was quite pleased just folding and unfolding that white 

dress with red flowers. 

         One day I was feeling sick, so I went to my uncle’s small medical clinic. 

He did not clearly explain to me that pneumonia is a serious thing to have. I was 

in pain that whole afternoon. When my mom came home from school and saw 

my face, she felt very guilty for going to work. I barely remember the next four 

days as my mom was hovering around my bed and my father had a worried 

look on his face. In the middle of the night they were rubbing medicine on my 

side so I could breath. My brother was going in and out of my room trying to find 

ways to cheer me up. We had lost my five-year-old sister after two days of fever 

less than four years prior. That heart-wrenching experience was quiet, yet very 

loud all around us. 

         On the fifth day I was a little better. I was to get a sponge bath. I was lazily 

looking around and I ended up staring at the white dress with red flowers in the 

cabinet. My mother followed my stare and smiled. Right after my sponge bath 
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she brought out that dress and helped me to wear it. As my brother walked in, 

he saw the grin on my face and started to tease me, and I giggled for the first 

time in days. 

         As my awareness returned, the first thing I remember was that my hand 

and fingers seemed thinner. Just then I realized that I had lost significant 

weight. Wow! My dream came true.  

         During more than two weeks of recovery many friends came to visit me.  

I had a very loyal friend name Hansa. She had so much affection for me that I 

used to take her for granted and for any small thing I used to pick a fight and 

stop talking to her. My mother used to tell me, “Saryu! If you do not value the 

love coming your way, you will stop receiving it.” With three other friends she 

came to see me. I responded with a gracious welcome and after that I learned 

to appreciate her generous interactions with me. 

         That day, I was feeling good enough to go out and check on my roses. A 

beautiful pink rose was smiling at me. I plucked it to take inside the house. I saw 

my mother sitting at her desk working on her poem. I presented that rose to her. 

Her smile expressed her relief knowing that I was healthy again. The next day I 

saw that the rose was carefully arranged in between the pages of her book.  

         I resumed my activities as a slimmer, prettier teenager. The white dress 

always remained my favorite even after I had outgrown it. 

         Years had gone by. After marriage, we had settled in America. I went back 

several times to India but did not go to my home town Bhavnagar for many 
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years. In 1993, mom passed away in Vadodara. Afterward, I went back to our 

old house, the home I had left twenty four years before, leaving a void in the 

lives of my loved-ones. I was feeling raw emotions in the deepest corner of my 

heart. When I opened my mother’s cupboard, I saw my white dress with the red 

tiny flowers and her book next to it holding that pink dry rose. I was 

overwhelmed with emotions as if the little girl was looking out from the secret 

window of my heart! I looked with my tear-filled eyes as somebody entered the 

room.  

         Our maid-helper of many years had come with her granddaughter, Mena. 

She told me that she had seen my mother touch this dress tenderly with a 

gentle smile on her face when she used to miss me most. I held that dress 

close to me for a few minutes and handed it to Mena. A joyous smile brightened 

her face and she left with her grandmother, giggling.  

         I took the book with the pink rose and sat there, enveloped in the arms of 

the warm memories. 

                                  ------------------------------ 

           It is a mystery; which event would bring magic in one’s life! 
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                                     8.  It Was Meant To Be 

                 It was February 5, 2005.  I  was  attending  my  seventh annual  

“Appreciation Lunch”  for  volunteers, organized  by  the Literacy Council of Fort 

Bend in Texas.  We had a guest speaker, Mr. Michael Biasini. He was relating 

his life story, “Overcoming Obstacles,” which could be found inChicken Soup for the 

Soul – 6th Edition.  At the end of his emotional presentation, he announced, “I want 

to give this book to the person whose Birthday is closest to today.”  My  birthday  

happened  to be on the 6th, and  in my birth-place India, it was  already  the 6th.  

So Mr. Biasini presented to me an autographed copy of Chicken Soup for the Soul.  

I read a few stories and put it away on the bookshelf.        

                 In the next few months, I thought several times about stopping by my 

neighborhood nursing home. My natural helping aptitude was urging me to do 

some volunteer work with the elderly residents. Finally, one day in April I went in 

and inquired. The receptionist was busy doing several things and made me wait 

for a while. When I expressed an interest in reading to the seniors, she seemed 

a bit uncertain, but she gave me a contact name and number. After a few 

attempts over the next few days, I did get hold of that person. Very quickly she 

told me to “come at 2 p.m. on Monday.” 

              When I arrived at the home the following Monday, I was received  

by a young man who led me to a room full of elderly people, most of whom were 

stricken with Alzheimer’s. He was setting up a movie to show the residents that 
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they had already seen. He said most of the patients did not watch the movie the 

first time, and those who did, forget it quickly. I was there for about half an hour, 

but I could not connect with anybody. “What am I doing here?” I asked myself.  

              I decided to leave, but on my way out I ran into the lady in charge. 

Somehow I heard myself telling her, “I will come back on Friday.” Friday came 

and I was struggling with myself as to whether I should go back or just forget 

the whole thing! In the early morning I decided that I would go one more time, 

and if someone is waiting for me, I would find that person. 

               I entered the home and saw an elderly resident sat there enjoying “The 

Price is Right” on television. I proceeded to walk to the same room that had 

been filled with residents on Monday, so that I might find that same young man. 

I waited around for what seemed like a long time, observing all those patients 

being helped by the employees, lost in their own worlds. I thought, “That’s it, I 

tried.  I cannot be of any use here!”   

          Coming back to the reception area, I noticed that same elderly lady still 

sitting near the television with her walker in front of her. I sat next to her and 

introduced myself to her. She said her name was Helen. She turned out to be 

very alert and talkative. She knew all about current news events and seemed 

very smart. She said she enjoyed listening to the television since her eyesight 

had deteriorated. I told her I would love to come and read to her if she would 

like! She was totally delighted to hear that. When she found out that I am from 

India, she excitedly said, “Oh, I know some good Indian people. I like Indian 
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food, especially the   “naan-bread.”   She said her friend Nell would also want to 

join us.  I promised her that I will come back to read to them twice a week. I 

walked out of that nursing home with a smile on my face.  

I realized in my heart that Helen was waiting for me to come.          

 It was meant to be.....                                                                   

           I started planning – what should I read to these ladies!  May be some 

magazine? All of a sudden I remembered THAT book.  

            I was sure that these ladies would like to listen to real-life stories. So our 

first reading session started with “Overcoming Obstacles” from the book 

Chicken Soup for the Soul. I decided to read to the ladies on Monday  

and Friday mornings for one hour. That first Friday I went looking for  

Ms. Helen in her room. She was rushing to meet me. She said she was a little 

late but next time she would be ready and waiting in the front dining room.  

From then on she kept her word. 

           Most of the time, she would be accompanied by her friend Ms. Nell. 

She was a delicate, quiet lady. She loved to read books. She had a little 

difficulty with her hearing, but she was happy that I was going to read to them. 

She was eighty-nine years young, one year older than Ms. Helen and forty 

years senior to me. They both made me feel young, saying, “Oh, you have 

many years ahead of you.” Ms. Nell was raised on a farm and had worked very 

hard all her life. Even now in the nursing home she had signed up to help other 

residents. Ms. Helen would say about her, “Isn’t she a pretty thing! She used to 
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be a model in her younger days.” Upon my inquiries she told me that she used 

to model clothes for some stores. She was delighted to talk about her lovely 

daughter, grandchildren and her newborn great-grandchild. 

            Miss Helen had worked in a bank. She had lived all her life in upstate 

New York and recently moved to Houston to be near her children. She would 

say, “Wherever you live, you have to like it. I like it here.” She was sharp. 

Whenever I stumbled upon any word, she would promptly give me the meaning 

of it. She always carried a Bingo game board with her, and as soon as they sat 

at the table, the game would start. Lately she had a hard time differentiating the 

dots, so Ms. Nell would help. When I used to bring the naan - the Indian bread – 

very lovingly she would thank me and share it with whoever was bold enough to 

try it. Ms. Helen and Ms. Nell valued their friendship dearly. 

           One day we talked about cremation and burial customs. I told them  

about our Hindu customs. Ms. Helen said, “A long time ago I had decided to  

be cremated and have my ashes buried next to my husband in New York State.  

I don’t want to trouble my children with having to send my body all the way over 

there,” I was surprised at her clear thinking and her unorthodox attitude. She 

was so curious to discuss and know about other religions. I would many times 

read from TIME magazine about the current events and world peace, with 

enthusiastic participation by the ladies. 

             One day, Ms.Nell seemed very nervous. She very quietly listened to a 

story for a while, and then said, “I won’t be here next Monday. The doctor 
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examined my ears and told me to go to his office for some procedure to clean 

them. He said it will be simple, but I am afraid.” I told her, “Give me your hands.” 

She put her delicate hands on the table. I held them gently and looking into her 

eyes told her, “You will be all right.” With teary eyes she nodded her head. 

          The following Friday, when I walked into the dining room, Ms.Nell was all 

smiles! Excitedly, she told me, “Oh, the procedure did not hurt me and now I 

can hear so much better. Your gentle encouraging words had gone long way to 

make me feel fearless.” 

 Our reading sessions continued twice a week. 

          Ms. Ever started joining us on a regular basis, but there were times she 

had to leave to help her younger invalid sister. Once, when I was reading a 

story about a cancer patient, she told us about losing a son to cancer. 

Accepting this God-given situation was one way for her to achieve peace of 

mind. Once in a while, some other residents would come and park their 

wheelchairs next to our table and share their life stories. Often, some of the 

ladies would be getting manicures by one of the employees during my readings. 

          One day, I was invited to join a cake party. I came upon one Alzheimer’s 

patient who was from my country, speaking only in my mother tongue, Gujarati. 

I sat there holding her hand while she continuously recited a nursery rhyme. It 

made me feel so humble to realize that the mightiest organ in my body is my 

brain, and it is so fragile. One day, these people were productive members of 

the society. Today, they cannot even remember their own names. One lady in 
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another wheelchair was not able to wipe her own mouth, and she was 

grumbling, “I have to find an apartment – will you help me?” 

             It was the month of July, and Ms. Helen was looking forward to a trip to 

attend her granddaughter’s wedding. She returned, very happy from that family 

reunion. As I listened to her stories, I could see that a positive attitude prevailed 

in her everyday life. She said, “Everything was so nice, I enjoyed myself.” I 

never heard any complaints from her. 

            Months passed by. I also started to read other novels to the residents. 

But I think that I had received the gift of Chicken Soup for the Soul for the purpose 

of reading it to these ladies. And I feel their love when very affectionately they 

ask me, “Now which story are you going to read to us today?” 

                                             ------------- 

        We all human hearts crave attention. There is a saying, “call me by any name, but call 

me.” Many factors like, depression, ego or uncaring attitude  are excused in the name of 

being “busy”, which prevents people from saying a few good words or to give a caring call. 
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              9.Tian Story                                                                                                                                                                                                           

                                 Saryu Parikh’s                                                                                           

          real Journey as a Volunteer Tutor. 

 

       The first time, when I met my new 

student Tian at the Literacy Council office, I had been a volunteer tutor for five 

years. By that time I had tutored several students, but meeting Tian was a 

totally new experience. 

         In February 2002, I had just returned from my trip to India. On my 

answering machine, there was an interesting message from the Literacy council 

coordinator, Mrs. Peggy:  “Saryu, I would like you to meet this delightful young 

lady. I hope you will find time to tutor her.”  I was told that this student is hearing 

impaired. I called her home and talked to her father to set our meeting time. I 

suggested for Tian to write one page about herself. I could hear the Asian 

accent and figured that Tian would need help with her English. At that point I 

had no idea what I was getting into and while tutoring her how much I was going 

to learn! 

         Tian’s application indicated that she was a nineteen-year-old high school 

graduate. She had been fitted with the cochlear implant to help her with her 

hearing problem not too long before. Actually, I came to know about cochlear 

implants for the first time in my life and assumed that a deaf person can hear 

http://saryu.files.wordpress.com/2008/05/saryu_tian3.jpg
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and talk like any normal hearing ability person. Was I wrong! I realized my 

ignorance within a few minutes after meeting her. 

          Tian came to see me at the office with her father. He explained the 

situation: “Since she graduated from high school, she cannot go to classes to 

improve her English and to go to junior college she has to pass a special SAT 

English / Math exam.” After her father left, I turned to look at this beautiful 

smiling face. I slowly started to talk, but she signaled that she did not 

understand. I wrote in her notebook to show me her written paragraphs. Tian 

opened her book to show me several very nicely written pages. She had written 

about her ambitions to become a Doctor or a Graphic Designer or a Nurse! The 

writing skill needed a lot of help. Her enthusiasm and eagerness were very 

touching. In sign language she told me that she liked me and maybe she could 

teach me sign language! I said, “No thanks, because you have to learn to speak 

and hear.”  

           She looked like a Japanese girl to me, but she said she was from 

Malaysia. I could not understand, so I pointed at the world map. Excitedly she 

found Malaysia on the map. She wanted to know where Afghanistan was and 

why the terrible war was going on over there. Why do people kill other people? 

She always had so many questions.   

            As soon as our class was over, I went to talk to the Director of the 

Literacy council. I gave some general background on Tian. We both felt that if 

we could find a Speech Therapist, would be a great help for her. With Tian’s 
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luck we found Ms. Lynn in our volunteer pool. I was very encouraged by the 

prospect of having another tutor’s help.The long journey started with a lot of 

patience and enthusiasm on both sides. Most of our communication had to be 

carried on in writing. It was never limited to one subject. The struggle with 

hearing and speech problems and with improving her English continued for 

about the next four months.  

            In summer, Tian had to go to Malaysia with her family. We talked about 

her fear of flying. She was not very willing to go, but she had no choice. When 

she returned, she had a broken pinky finger. Some days she would come and 

write, “I am upset today. The doctor has not done a good job, and my finger will 

remain crooked.” She was over anxious about her little finger’s shape. I was 

thinking, “This sweet girl has to face so many big problems in her life, and she  

is worried about this little finger as if her life depended on it.”  

            As time went on, she used to ask about boys, relationships and 

marriage. One day we were reading about Helen Keller. I was trying to 

emphasize her accomplishments in spite of her disabilities. One sentence 

mentioned that Alexander Graham Bell had recommended Helen Keller’s 

teacher. Tian got stuck there. 

            She started writing, “How come Helen Keller was not married?  Why did 

she not marry Alexander Bell? What about her good genes?” 

 Her curiosity was hilarious. 

           At times, just like a typical teenager, she used to rebel against her 
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parents about several things including religion. Her mother had mentioned that 

to me. One day, as soon she walked into the classroom, she went to the 

blackboard and furiously started writing.  

          She wrote, “Jesus, the destroyer of the evil.” 

          I was surprised to see that because she was not raised in that faith. She 

sat down, and our lesson went on as usual. At the end of the lesson she said,  

“I will leave whatever I have written on the blackboard. So whoever reads it will 

learn to have faith in Jesus.” I went and wrote, “Krishna is a great God. Do you 

know about that faith?” 

         She said, “No.” I explained that to have devotion and faith one has to have 

knowledge and understanding. She agreed with her lovely smile and got busy 

erasing the chalkboard. 

        Tian was allowed to join the community college with the condition that she 

had to pass the English/Math SAT for special students. We worked very hard. 

Tian was totally dedicated but overwhelmed with all other subjects she had to 

study. 

         I was impressed when she showed me her drawings. After seeing her 

talent, I always encouraged her to take more courses related to Graphic Design. 

But before that she had to pass several other subjects. She had to write a five-

page essay. I had written essays a long time ago so we both had to learn “how 

to write an essay!” At the same time she prepared for the SAT test. She and her 

family were disappointed with the result because she had passed the Math part 
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but failed the English part. Her counselor at the community college was tough 

but still let her continue with the second semester. She was going through some 

serious family crisis but Tian was very focused on her studies, thanks to her 

parents.  

          She used to attend the regular student classes with an assigned 

interpreter. She finished two years and received an AA degree from the 

community college with lots of hard work wrapped with tears of trouble and 

joy.  Tian took classes at three different campuses. I continued tutoring at one  

of the campuses. 

          The first important thing that happened to Tian was going to the college. 

The other big milestone was she got her driver’s license. She sent me the 

email, “Dear Mrs. Saryu, I have good news that I have passed my road test.  

I am so happy about that.  As you said, I will have to be alert at every moment 

while I am driving. I am so glad that you would pray for me to be safe.” 

           One day the phone rang and the operator said,” You have a relay call 

from Tian.” I had never heard of that before. The operator explained to me that 

a relay call is a special service provided for deaf, hearing impaired or speech 

impaired people. They are provided with a device; the customer types the 

message, and the operator reads it to the listener and in return the operator 

types what was told to her for the customer.  

           In her third and fourth years of college, Tian got too busy to meet me 

regularly. So she used to send her work for correction via e-mail. The first time 
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she was planning to send me an essay, this is what she wrote, “Hello Mrs. 

Saryu. I will let you correct my essay. I have worked hard. You send it back as 

soon as you can.” 

           I replied, “Dear Tian, this is not a correct way to request a favor; try 

again.” Whenever, I pointed out the proper way to do things, I had noticed  

Tian followed with the right attitude.  

         That whole semester she sent me her work many times via e-mail.  

I adopted a method to correct it with capital letters and with brackets and sent it 

back.  As time went by, I could see the improvement in her writing skill. From 

the first day, after checking her written paragraphs, I had told her, “Write short 

and correct sentences, and do not repeat your thoughts.” After every trip to 

Malaysia, her English skill would suffer. She wrote to me after one of those 

trips, “Mrs. Saryu, I just got back here already. I will be wanting to study English 

with you if I can. Right now my schedules are tighting and conflict.”…. I 

corrected that long letter and sent it back. 

        Our correspondence continued and soon after her college classes 

resumed, I received this letter. I am sharing a small part of it, 

“Dear Mrs. Saryu, 

        Good evening to you. I have been so busy doing my schoolwork.     

Sometimes, I feel so overwhelmed about too much homework. At least,  

 I am so grateful that my hearing friends help me with it. I’ve missed you  

 so much.” It was a well thought out very nicely written letter. 
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         Every year my husband and I take a long trip to places like Red Wood 

forest, Yellowstone, and Niagara Falls. I would assign Tian to look up those 

places describing our tour routes. Upon my return, I would talk about the places 

with pictures. 

          When Hurricane RITA came, she and her family fled to Dallas. She kept 

on sending the messages about the hardship they were going through. At one 

point she wrote,” I hate this Hurricane. I can’t wait to go back home and sleep in 

my own bed.” She was reflecting the sentiment of so many people. 

           Tian was taking The History of Graphic Design class in the fall semester 

of 2005, with three other classes. She had to drive far for the classes. She 

explained how she could manage to study in the regular classroom. She wrote, 

“I have the CART service which means that an interpreter types down on the 

CART for me what the professor has said so I can read on the laptop.   

          One day I wrote down detailed directions to my home. I was very worried. 

“How would she call if she got lost or her car broke down!”   

 Well, she showed up at my door without any problem.  

          It was a cold dark Saturday night, one week before Thanksgiving. We had 

just finished our dinner. The doorbell rang, and to my surprise Tian was there 

holding a load of papers and books. She had come to my house only once 

before in daylight. We could not believe that she made it at nighttime to our 

house, which is not easy to find. She explained to me by talking, writing and 

with signs that she had to give ten minutes presentation in her classroom. She 
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had to prepare the index cards and slides, and her teacher would help her with 

the reading part. We spread all the papers and books on the dining room table. 

She had done basic research about the subject. She had selected to write 

about the famous Russian Graphic Designer E. Lissinsky. We spent more than 

two hours reading, writing and deciding about slides. She said she would finish 

during the Thanksgiving holidays and would show me. At about ten o’clock, 

before leaving she admired my husband’s paintings. We both felt that Tian is 

someone special!  

          I waited for her to show up with the final draft of her presentation. Three 

weeks had passed, and one Tuesday at five-thirty she came running. She had 

only finished the first page. She had to leave at six-fifteen to pick up her mother. 

I looked at her work and helped to put it in some order. But finally I had to 

say, “This is too late. Now you are on your own.” She gave me a hug before 

leaving and said, “I will stay up the whole night and will finish it.”           

         In two days I received an email saying, “I stayed up the whole night to 

finish my presentation. My teacher praised my work, and I got an A for that.  

The next time I will show more discipline.” I was happily surprised. For her  

final grades she did not do that well, but she passed all the subjects. 

         I had asked her to come during the Christmas holidays to talk about some 

of the things other than her schoolwork. As a typical youth, I did not want her to 

forget the care and concern her parents were offering. She exchanged the gifts. 

I gave her a card, which said,            Treat your family BEST, 
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                                                           Treat your friends BETTER, 

                                                            Treat the world GOOD. 

          She understood what I was trying to tell her. I told her that I was very 

proud of her, and her progress was the best gift of all. Her graduation was one 

and half years away, but she invited me anyway, and I accepted. 

         From then on, she was very comfortable coming to my house. Whenever 

the doorbell chimed unexpectedly, we knew “Tian is here!”   The spring 

semester of 2006 started, and there was a lot of pressure on Tian. One thing 

she was very excited about was her new red car! She kept on sending 

messages that she would stop by, but she could not for some time.  

         Tian continued on with her surprise visits. One afternoon she showed up 

carrying half a dozen books and her heavy file. I told her,” I have only one hour; 

then I will have to go to the Women’s Center training workshop.”  We set to 

work and prepared her resume, selected one novel by Virginia Woolf and 

designed business cards. I had to run when my husband reminded me of the 

time! The next day there was a long sweet letter on my email saying her teacher 

liked the work. 

          I did not see Tian for the whole month of March while I was busy with my 

daughter’s wedding.  After I sent her a message, she came to see me a week 

before her finals. The book report, her portfolio, all her other assignments were 

due. Her instructor had returned her book report with many discouraging notes, 

which were justified.  The following year she might be graduating as a Graphic 
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Designer. We all felt somewhat frustrated.  

         She was applying for a scholarship. I prepared a recommendation letter 

which said, “I have tutored several students but I have not seen anyone else as 

hard working and focused as Tian, all through her family and financial crises. 

She is dedicated to her education.”   

        She needed to be more organized. As a parent, I could understand her 

family’s concerns about her driving home late at nights.  

I said, “It is dangerous to be on the road at late hours in the night.” 

        Her question made me laugh. Innocently she asked me, “How do you 

know?” I did not want to say-because your parents say so…. 

        I said, “I read in the papers.” I had to relay some stories. She agreed, but I 

didn’t know how much she would put into practice. 

       Somehow she completed her portfolio and received good response. She 

showed up at 8:30 p.m. on one Thursday night, when I had just comfortably 

settled down to watch my favorite show. She also sat and enjoyed my Indian 

show, reading the subtitles. We worked till ten-thirty. Due to the good report of 

her portfolio, she was in a cheerful mood. She went to my calendar on the wall 

and wrote under 25th of May, “Tian’s birthday. She will be 23 years old.” 

          It was in the week of her final exams. Her father called and said Tian had 

come home about 5a.m. the previous night and last night she did not come 

home. I was frantic with worries. I informed him that she had to submit one 

more paper on the following Friday, so she must be busy working on that, but 
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WHERE? I sent her an urgent email message. The whole day passed but no 

news. Hesitantly, I called her father in the evening, and he told me that she had 

called. Now I was upset with her. The next day her message came telling me  

to calm down!  I could not believe that she could be so irresponsible. Her email 

said that she was looking forward to her birthday party with her hearing and 

hearing-impaired friends. 

           Again her whole family went to Malaysia for the summer. During summer 

we had a couple of email exchanges. I wasn’t very surprised when in the 

second week of August I received her email. She was very happy to be back in 

the United States. Her family had to go through the strict security checks after 

the latest August 2006 threats. This time her English had not suffered after the 

long summer visit. 

           She wrote, “Hello Saryu, I want to let you know that I got back home from 

Malaysia yesterday. I was exhausted because of jet lag. I hardly slept because 

of different times. I will be visiting you at your house as soon as possible. HCC 

opens on August 28th, 2006. I will have to register for five courses soon. My 

summer vacation was great. I went to visit my cousins and relatives. I enjoyed 

spending more time with my older cousin. That was fun. We went to the movies, 

beach, shop, and somewhere in Port Dickson (PD) in Malaysia.  See you soon!  

Tian.” 

           This year’s tone was quite different from all previous years. She used to 

feel that her cousins were not treating her right. Maybe this was a good sign 
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that now she is self-confident and wiser. 

            Friday 7.30 p.m., the doorbell rang. There she was smiling and hugging 

me. The fall semester had already started, and she was carrying around heavy 

stacks of papers and books. She excitedly handed me a gift. I was able to 

understand that she had gone to Singapore during her trip to Malaysia and got 

these earrings from there. She had signed up for four classes. She was taking 

ballet dance again. Interesting! 

           She said, “I will have to take one more class in spring semester, and I 

will graduate in July 2007!!!”  

         She wrote, “It is difficult to look at the professor, pay attention to the 

Interpreter and later read what she had written on my laptop.”  

        Before she left, I wrote down three suggestions in her notebook. 

    1. Bring your GPA higher, which is absolutely necessary in finding a good 

job. 

    2. Try your best not to stay out late at the nighttime, and if you do, let your 

family know. 

    3. Get organized. 

          After a few days, the doorbell rang at 10 o’clock at night. Tian was ready 

to walk in as soon I opened the door. But I was annoyed for two reasons: one 

that it was late and second, she was staying out so late in spite of my strong 

recommendation. 

          For the first time I said, “No Tian!  It is very late; you go home.”  She was 
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surprised, but without any complaint, she hugged me and left.  

         Then the following Friday, she came at about three o’clock in the 

afternoon, and I was helping her till six. When I wrote, “Tian, I am tired.”  

She, being a young lady, could not realize that I can get tired! She said, “Thank 

you,” and gathered her things and left. 

         This year we took a trip to Colorado in the month of October. When Tian 

came that Sunday evening, she did not have time to say, “Hello.”  

         I was talking to a guest. Tian went straight to the dining table, sat down 

and started writing. So, like every year, we did not talk about my trip. The 

subject of communication seemed quite difficult for her. So I suggested 

repeating it next year but she was inclined to finish this year. I asked her  

to read the chapter while I finished cooking my dinner. The book was well 

written, but she had problems following the concept.  

         The following Sunday, around six in the evening I was telling myself,  

“I better start straightening out the kitchen and start dinner.” I put away the book 

I was reading and started some work in the kitchen. The doorbell rang, and 

there she was with a smile asking me, “How are you?” We started on her 

multiple choice questions homework. She just wanted me to check her answers. 

It was close to seven-thirty so, I told her to go home. She wrote, “I have to write 

my report about the ballet. Can I sit and write? You come back after cooking 

and please correct it!” She wrote seven pages about the ballet “Emerging.” The 

previous Saturday she had gone to see that ballet as a part of her homework. 
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She was thrilled to watch and also to hear the music. With the cochlea’s aid, 

she could hear the orchestra. –She enjoyed the sweet name “Rasagoola” 

offered by my husband, Dilip.  

         Lately Tian showed up on Sunday afternoons. It was October 22, 2006, 

our Hindu’s Diwali-New Years day. I was planning to go to an Indian classical 

music concert. It turned out to be good for Tian that I did not go. My husband 

was quite amused when he saw Tian’s red car pulled up in front of our house. 

He said, “Now I know what made you stay home. She shows up without calling 

but she has yet to miss you.”   

          After her last visit, I had sent her a message. It said, “Early to bed and 

early to rise makes Tian wonderful. Please set your alarm clock 12 minutes 

earlier and start your day with a peaceful and pleasant smile.” I was curious to 

know if she had implemented any of my suggestions! But we got so busy I 

forgot all about it. After more than two hours, I positively had to coax her to 

gather her papers and hugged her goodbye. 

          It was December 2006 and the last three weeks of her Fall Semester.  

Tian sent me an email about her instructor. I had seen her comments about 

Tian’s earlier work. The teacher had complimented Tian about her total work 

and her getting good passing grades. 

         She wrote,” I was worried in the beginning that you would not be able to 

complete this course. You have worked hard, and you have done it.” With that 

happy note she sent me several pages to correct. I received that report in the 
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evening, and my husband suggested, “You better finish that first; I will wait.” I 

was glad I did that because next day early Saturday morning I got a relay call 

from her inquiring about it. She had to finalize and prepare the power points. 

          The next email that came was sheer joy. She wrote, “I have secured two 

A’s and two B’s and one C. I will be able to graduate in July 2007.”  Her GPA 

was very decent.  

          I wrote back, “I feel like I am also graduating!   

          In January I got an invitation from the Literacy office for the annual 

volunteer appreciation brunch. I started thinking that this is a perfect time for 

Tian to express her appreciation to the teachers and to the Literacy staff. Every 

year one student gets invited and she was selected to come that year.  

         The event was held at a nice country club. Tian enjoyed the food and the 

attention very much. When I read her speech and she expressed in signs, 

audience was thrilled by the presentation. This event was very necessary for 

her parents to see Tian as a mature individual. I could recognize the 

nervousness of her parents, when Tian announced that she wanted to move to 

Dallas for further study.   

         Our picture came out in the newspaper. I felt good that I was an 

instrument to be there to make a change in someone’s life. People were 

impressed that I continued to help Tian for so many years and I was impressed 

that Tian asked for my help. She was looking forward to graduate in about five 

months, July 2007, with a major in Graphic Design. That was five years ago and 
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now seems like a naïve dream come true. 

        SARYU:  introduced TIAN. 

        “Good morning! I received a message from our Mrs.Peggy, “Saryu, I want 

you to meet this delightful young lady. I hope that you have time to tutor her.” 

That was more than five years ago. She had graduated from high school and 

needed to improve her English to go to college. Miss Lynn, who is a speech 

therapist, Tian and I started this difficult journey with a lot of patience and 

persistence. Our tutoring has continued at the Literacy Office, at the campus 

and at my house. Whenever the doorbell chimes unexpectedly, my husband 

says,” Here is your Tian!”  The tutoring has covered not only English but many 

other subjects. Her parents’ support and Tian’s hard work are exceptional. 

        In her first writing sample she wrote,” I will become a doctor or a nurse or 

maybe a Graphic Designer.”   

     Wow! that seemed like a naive dream, but I am proud to say that this 

delightful young lady will be graduating from the University of Houston in July 

2007.Graphic Design as her major, in spite of her physical challenges.  

Here is Miss Tian Ong.”   I will read and Tian will sign.                                       

           “Hello everyone. I am Tian Ong. 

          I started coming to Literacy Council when I was 18 years old. There I met 

my wonderful tutor Mrs. Saryu Parikh for the first time. I was introduced to Mrs. 

Lynn the next week. I saw many students trying to learn English and so many 

kind teachers were helping them. 
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         After a few months with my teachers, I was ready enough to be admitted 

to the community college. With their help and my family’s support, I have been 

stronger and successful. All these years, Mrs. Saryu says, she has learned a lot 

from me. She is so awesome. 

         I do know that I will have to use sign language for the rest of my  life since 

I am hearing impaired. I feel very proud and   honored to be here. I plan to 

improve my skills all my life. I encourage other students to see what one can do 

with the support of the kind helping hands. 

Thank you……..”   

There were tears of joy all around us. 

Epilogue: 

* April 2007, the day before Tian’s Graduation day, the doorbell rang and Tian 

showed up to invite me for the graduation ceremony.  She was just confirmed to 

be successfully completing all the required courses.  

* I was glad to see her email in July 2007. “Hello Saryu, I want to let you know 

about my good NEWS.....I got accepted by Texas Women's University (TWU), 

so I will be studying graphic design to get a Bachelor of Arts (BA).in Denton, 

Texas. I will miss you lots,      Tian.” 

* Last year Tian came to see us with her boyfriend Max.  

After three and half hours and about fifty pictures they left. I was deeply 

impressed with Max. He had moved near Dallas so they could meet on 

weekends. Tian will graduate in Graphic Design next year, and they want 

to move to Houston, near their parents. Still she is full of ideas. At one 
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point she asked for my opinion about becoming a professional 

photographer after she is finished at Denton!  

Life goes on. Let’s see what future brings to Tian!  

December 14, 2010, 12:41 PM 

     Hi Saryu,  

How are you?  I am soon taking my final exam tonight at 6pm. I inform 

you that I am going to graduate this Friday.  I am so excited about 

graduating this Friday. :)  

I wish you could come to see me at my graduation ceremony.  You told 

us back then in Austin, TX, that you could not make it, except you would 

make it to attend for our future wedding. :) That's ok. I miss you a lot, 

Mrs. Saryu. Have a good day!  Your loving student,  

Tian graduated, BS. Graphic Design and Dance. TWU, Denton, Texas. 

December. 2010. 

                                               ----------------- 

            It is a whole different world for the hearing and speech impaired people. We 

sometime forget that they have so many dreams and desires, but to succeed, they have to 

work much harder than rest of us.  
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                                                      10. The Goldfish 

             “Wow, what a beautiful fish 

pendant you have! From where did you 

get it?” 

           Every time I wear this pendant, 

this curious question brings a smile to 

my face, carried on the gentle breeze of 

sweet memories. 

           When my children were little,  

I started selling Avon products in Placentia, California. One evening I 

stopped by at the home of Margret Kyling. This pleasant lady invited me 

in and very happily placed an order for a few things. After that, our visits 

every other week became a welcome routine. She wanted me to spell 

her name "Margret" and not "Margaret."     She would always place her 

new Avon purchases into a cabinet. Later on I would witness her 

generosity many times over. She used to take two or three pieces out, 

without any hesitation about the price of those items, and would happily 

give them to visiting guests. When we had known her less than a year, I 

took my sister-in-law to meet her.  Margret welcomed her very lovingly 

and gave her two beautiful gifts, which Didi cherished for many years.   

            With the passing years we experienced her kindness on so many 

http://saryuparikh.gujaratisahityasarita.org/files/2008/12/m.jpg
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special days like birthdays and Christmases. One time was exceptional – 

after our son Samir was born. She came over to see the baby with a 

large bouquet of roses from her garden and a huge carton of about 

twenty boxes of diapers. As young parents, this was the nicest surprise 

we received. 

           After years of struggle in her youth, Margret had moved from her 

homeland of Germany. She valued the safe and wonderful lifestyle that 

she discovered in America. Margret and her husband Ben had two white, 

gentle dogs. She had a steady job as an accountant and she kept her 

home beautiful. She did not have children, but she became like a 

Godmother to my children and showered her affection upon us.              

           My children got to know Margret for about six years. After that, we 

moved away and eventually Margret retired and moved to Hemet, 

California.  We lost touch.  

           And time flew by. Dilip got a job with AT&T Bell Labs, and we 

moved to Orlando, Florida.  Sangita and Samir were in college and I 

started working. Once in a while some reminder of Margret would pop up 

and we would lovingly talk about her.  

          One day, after almost thirteen years had passed, I thought, “For 

old times’ sake, let me try to find Margret!” I inquired for her phone 

number in Hemet, California, and I was pleasantly surprised when the 

operator gave me her number. But I was hesitant to call. I was thinking 
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that she would be close to eighty years old and may not remember me. It 

may be awkward. But I decided to give it a try. 

          “Hello, Margret,” I spoke into the phone after hearing a sweet 

Hello. “You may not remember me, but years ago, we lived in Placentia.” 

                     “Is this Saryu calling?” she responded. 

          I was speechless for a few moments, overwhelmed with my 

emotions.  I could not believe that she remembered me. We talked for a 

long time. She was all alone, living in a mobile home community. Her 

husband Ben had passed away several years before, and she missed 

him terribly. I had met one young German couple at her house, and they 

were like her family. When I inquired about them, she regretfully told me 

that they both had died in their private airplane crash. Unfortunately, 

Margret herself had suffered a stroke.  She was blind in one eye and had 

many other medical problems. But her good nature had prevailed. She 

said a good friend was helping her, and she was happy. After that, every 

time we talked I hardly heard her complain. She was always very 

interested in hearing about my children’s lives, just as a grandmother 

would. We were very happy to reconnect with her. 

         About 8 years ago, Samir was in law school and had an opportunity 

for a summer job in Los Angeles. On his trip there, I accompanied him, 

and we decided to see Margret in Hemet. Samir selected a big flower 

bouquet for her. She was thrilled to see us. She introduced us to her 
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neighbors and friends as if we were her family. She could not take her 

eyes off of the six-foot tall Samir’s smiling face.  “Wow! Look at him. Isn’t 

he a handsome young man? He’s all grown up!” 

        After that, Samir continued to visit Margret, never without the 

flowers. He sent her flowers or fruit baskets on her birthdays. We also 

made sure that she may not have financial difficulties.   

        The last time we met, I showed her my goldfish pendant. I asked 

her, “Do you remember when you gave me this?” With age and time her 

memory was cloudy, so I told her the story. One day, when I had been 

visiting Margret on an Avon sale, we had been talking about something 

that made her realize that my birthday was the following day. She had 

told me to wait, while she ran into her house. She had returned with the 

goldfish pendant and had placed it in my hand, kindly closing my fingers 

over it. It had surprised me to see the Aquarian symbol, my birth sign! 

She had said that her husband Ben was also born in February. She had 

held my hand for a moment warm, saying, “But it was meant for you.” 

        Upon this refreshed memory, her face blossomed with a smile like a 

white rose. She said, "Saryu, at that time I did not want to tell you the 

somber story behind this pendant, but today I will... I was a teenager 

during the war, and my sister and I were staying with my aunt.  Right 

before we were to escape and leave the country, my aunt hugged me for 

the last time and gave me this pendant.  I was afraid that if I put it in my 
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bag, it could be snatched away, so I held onto this pendant tightly in my 

hand. I am glad to see that it is in good hands today.” 

        Margret recently passed on. Her sweet memories fill our hearts. 

And the unconditional love she shared with us was gladly reciprocated 

when she needed it most. 

                                                         ------------ 

     I received the following wonderful comment from a total stranger.>>  

 

Comment:                 Rosemary | February 22, 2010 at 7:59 pm 

I have lost my parents and was/am going through their things. My 

parents were very close to Margret for many years. They used to work 

together. I came upon a letter I wrote to Margret but it was returned to 

me.  I wondered if she was still alive and tried to find her phone number 

but sadly your letter says no. I grew up in California and considered 

Margret and Ben my adopted per say aunt and uncle as we had no other 

family. I knew of the other German couple and used to play with their girl. 

What a pleasant surprise to Google and find this story. I had to write. 

Sincerely, Rosemary 
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      A Father to a Son 

          

      O’Son! You be a friend of your father. 

        His right arm and a loyal companion, 

      a teacher and a guide, a steady anchor of his life. 

      Whenever you are sad, you ponder on his words. 

      What your Daddy has been saying, 

  listen with your earnest mind. 

   The father makes you strong, gives you compassion in sorrow. 

    He instills pride and passion, 

   which leads you to elation. 

O’Son! Give him respect which rightfully he commands. 

All your love you can give 

which no doubt he deserves. 

There are many more stories to remember, reminisce. 

No one loves you more, for sure 

than your father in this world. 

-------------- 
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                                            11.  Hug Him…. 

              A teenage son does not need to go too far to declare his double-

dare policy.  Just his father’s presence is sufficient.  As usual, his dad 

and I took him for school clothes shopping. He was leading us through 

the maze of racks of weird clothes. Whenever we made a suggestion, he 

did not even bother to shake his head in response. Finally, he picked out 

a pair of pink shorts with flowers on it and some similar outfits. I was just 

smiling at his choices, but his father was in shock. He went on 

expressing his opinion as strongly as he could but finally shook his head 

and walked out of the shop.  

             On our way home, his father said, “How could you select such 

strange clothes and pay so much money?” The lecture did not seem to 

reach its intended target, so he told me, “From now on I will not take him 

shopping - you handle it.” 

             If not every day, but every week for sure, there were one or two 

disagreements between father and son. 

            “Why do you have to buy ninety-dollar shoes when I am wearing 

these perfectly fine shoes for fifteen dollars?” Dad would ask.  

 A good teenager’s law: you do not have to respond to any question.   

            When he went to his Dad for financial advice, there was sweet 

harmony. He trusted his father’s judgment to secure his financial future in 
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his middle and high school era. He came up with an idea and requested 

his father to invest in Nike’s stocks for him. The profit from that 

investment made the rest of his teenage years a breeze. 

            He announced at the dinner table one evening, “I am going to buy 

tickets for upcoming NBA basketball games.”  We were aware of his loyal 

craze for the Lakers and basketball. 

“How much do they cost?”  

“Oh! I will buy them with my money.”     

“How much?” The impatient voice repeats the question. 

“Maybe eight hundred bucks.” 

“You have only a thousand dollars. Get ready to work after school.” 

            That explanation sent him looking for some free tickets. He went 

to see a game with a friend and his father. After the game, he somehow 

sneaked back into the stadium because he was determined to see his 

favorite team. But his ride was gone when he came out. It was close to 

eleven o’clock. He was smart enough to go to the guard and called 

home. He said, “I cannot find my friend. Please, come and get me.” His 

father was benevolent until he heard about the cause of his detour.  

           He was very generous about giving gifts, especially to his sister. 

He surprised her with a Boom box on her sixteenth birthday. With a belief 

in quality, his selections were always at high-end prices. We used to 

tease him that in the store the expensive things wave at him, “Come and 
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buy me!” Many times this teenager thought that the world had started 

with him, and that attitude was enough to annoy his father. An argument, 

followed by a few days of the cold shoulder, would remind him that he is 

not as smart as he thinks. Then a small piece of paper with a few 

apologetic lines on it would exchange hands and father would treasure 

that small piece of paper forever.  

           He convinced his father to buy the car of his choice with all the 

trimmings. His father always reminded him, “On Father’s Day, I had to 

buy this car for my son.”  

            One night, the teenager, his sister, and her friend had gone out 

for dinner.  Around ten o’clock we got a call. Our daughter said, “On our 

way home, brother was driving. There has been a horrible accident. We 

are okay, but my friend is seriously injured and I am with her at the 

hospital. He is at a near-by gas station, finishing up with the police.” We 

both hurriedly went to the location of the accident. The car was towed 

away and everything was quiet. He was standing near the door of the 

store all alone.  

            I was sitting in the passenger seat. I was not in tune with his 

lonely feelings and expected him to come and sit in the car.  

            From the driver’s seat, his father was looking at him with moist 

eyes and I heard his warm voice tell me, “Go and give him a hug.”  

            The depth of this love connection is immeasurable. 
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Youth is a beautiful time, and it spirals between three facets of a teen’s 

life: Love, Rebellion and Freedom. In this relationship, I saw love prevail 

every time. ----                   A Teenage Son 

                                                                This time for sure 

                              I got him under my thumb; 

                                    But alas! He is so slick, 

                               He slips away without a click.— 

                                  For the traditions and terms, 

                             I put my foot down so firm; 

                               But alas! He is so convincing, 

                                 It was wise to stop insisting__ 

                          The strength of my convictions, 

                                Is stronger than my emotions; 

                             But alas! My liberal voice implies, 

                                 I was hoping he complies.— 

                               Parents have privilege, 

                                 To express their opinions,  

                                 Our children have freedom 

                               To choose their companions.__ 

                       O’ my son, you teach me so well, 

                                                  No expectations no regrets                                                                                                 
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                          Let Go--- 

    We raised you with love and tenderness, 

    We gave you all the worldly happiness, 

    We surrounded you with all the kindness, 

    You responded and returned all that gentleness. 

           

   But now I have to learn to let go. 

   I finally emerge, 

   From the interlude of the emotional blackmail  

   And tears of my wounded heart's wail. 

 

               So my child, 

    I set you free to your own universe. 

    I set you free from my bondage of desires. 

    I set you free with happy tears in my eyes. 

 

                  Forever, 

     Open my heart and open my door, 

     I’m happy you come, discern you don’t. 

                           ---------- 

Comment: In this poem love and pain are expressed, intermingled with 

wisdom. Most of us seek comfort, security, satisfaction and gratification in 

relationships. The need and dependence - economical, physiological or 

psychological – sooner or later would create fear, pain and affliction. Only 

when there is an honest understanding of our own thoughts is emotional 

balance possible. Now there are no desires, expectations or dependency 

associated with feelings- the relationship remains calm and harmonious. 

Inner harmony does reflect in each relationship. In her poem “Let Go”, Saryu 

has expressed this understanding in the last two lines, “Forever, open my 

heart and open my door, I am happy you come, discern you don’t.”  Just 

Beautiful.  -Dilip K. Parikh 
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                                                        12. Let Go..            

         

              The relation of a son to his mother is like a petal to a delicate 

flower.  He is a part of her whole being.  So how and when does she 

learn to sort out and separate that part of her heart?  As a child, he cried 

every time as I walked away from him. The day had come when I had to 

leave him at preschool with other children. I can’t forget when I peeked in 

through a window and saw him standing there with the most curious 

but sad face. Time flies. He went to middle school, then high school and 

started to think that the world started with him and his parents did not 

know a thing. We, the parents, were amused and looked forward to the 

arrival of the day of his self-realization!  Although confident during his ups 

and downs, successes and failures, he needed the love and assurance 

of his parents. Mom was always available, no doubt about it. 

            I saw him flying away to a great university for higher education 

but still he remained well connected with his mother. 

           I would ask on the phone, “Do you eat well?”       “Yes mom.” 

          “Did you do your laundry?”  “YES! Can you send me some goodies  

in a care package as you did last time?”   “Oh, sure,” I would say and get 

busy preparing that care package as if I did not have anything else to do.  

I took a breath of relief when that package would be in the mail. 

           “Did you receive the package?”  “Yes, mom, and I shared it with 

my friends as you had written in your sweet note.” 

           Days and years go by, our lives highlighted with his phone calls 

and visits. Many small and not so small decisions are made together.                           
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“Son, do it this way.” “Yes, mom, that is a good idea.” 

           Mom felt connected with her son. We had several serious 

discussions about our expectations of him. 

          “Be very careful in choosing your life partner.”  

          “Oh I forgot to mention, I have a close friend.” I was speechless for 

a while but recovered and asked. “What’s her name?”     “Shayna.”  

         “Is she a new friend? You never mentioned her name before.” 

         “Oh, we've been dating since –maybe—since our first semester!” 

         “Son! That is almost two years.” 

         “Mom, you are right.” Always quite cool reply. 

        Here I was, boiling inside. This child, who I thought shared all his 

feelings with me, sounded very casual about this very important aspect 

of his life. I started to realize that many things must be happening with 

him that I was not aware of!  

        Finally we met the girlfriend at their graduation. After formal 

greetings, unknowingly, I was trying my best to impress upon her how 

important we are in his life and added some insight of our general 

attitude. 

        I said, “We give our children freedom to choose their partner.”   

I thought she would feel, “Aha, how liberal and nice these people are.” 

But she did not get the message and remained a stranger to us for the 

rest of the visit and then some. I would ask my son, “So. . . how serious 

are you in this relationship?”   

        “We are friends, taking it one day at a time.” 

        This child, I thought who always valued our opinions, never asked, 

“What do you think about this person?  Is she right for me?”  
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I gave my opinion sometimes without being asked, and he listened 

carefully.     “Son, we don’t feel connected with your girl.”  

         “Oh, mom! That will happen -- you have to be patient.” Well, 

several years did not seem like long enough. I started to pray, “God! 

Grant me patience, but hurry.” 

         Days and months and years went by. Step by step I saw my child 

turning into a separate individual. That year, as usual, I was ready to 

book his ticket to come home for the special Millennium Christmas-New 

Year. He told me that he wanted to go somewhere to celebrate the New 

Year with his girlfriend. I did not want to feel bad, but it felt like a stab 

to my chest.  

         The realizations and revelations kept on coming. I learned to let go 

by looking at the situation from a different perspective. I could see that he 

was still in my close family circle, but I would not be able to penetrate this 

adjoining circle of his adulthood. The tears used to start rolling at 

unexpected moments. I always had been such a balanced person, never 

overly emotional, but as far as he was concerned, my emotions welled 

up through my eyes. I was determined to deal with this emotional roller 

coaster with my spiritual strength. 

         The greatest lesson is taught to you by the person you love most: 

“Love does not expect anything in return.” Be ready to be tested. He is 

pulled in different directions. So now I have to learn to let go. I am always 

thinking and contemplating with my earnest, aching heart. Why is it that 

my heart contracts with pain as I think of letting him go, at the same time 

I feel my spirit soar? Finally, I feel like a leaf floating on a serenely 

flowing river, as in meditation. The ocean of love is all around me. I just 
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have to learn to drink from my sweet, stored water to cherish the rest of 

my journey. I am sure my son will be nearby to replenish my jug of life. 

 

Solace  

      

 Oh! Tender trail of emotions, life always in motion, 

Console trifle narrow notions; learn desire-less devotion. 

 

It was long ago inlay, he was sweet sunshine in rain, 

At his first blessed breath she gave a smile even in pain. 

 

Immersed in caring and caress, hover to cover from duress, 

The ties were getting very tight, binding both with subtler might. 

 

Time flew, giving him worldly wings, novel land, new song to sing, 

Here Ma perched to reminisce,  feeling the hurt of his remiss. 

Soon she learns to just submerge within herself dissolves the urge, 

Freely flows the stream of love and gives it all away to merge. 

 

 Why so hard is it for Mom to slip away to let bygones, 

 Sure her love caringly carved in her old’n weary bones. 

-------- 

I understood the mother-son relationship in my senior years in a real sense. He is part of her 

being and she has to grow spiritually to have balanced healthy relationship.   

                Many mothers do that and that’s why they are worshiped 
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The Magical Moments 

 

I reminisce and see, 

The magical moments of my life….. 

 

As a little girl, brother and I, going to buy the firecrackers, 

Holding my papa's hand, 

That was a magical moment in my life….. 

 

The game was going, I was struggling and toying, 

The victory for me and cheers of joy, 

That was a magical moment in my life….. 

 

He was just looking, staring and waving, 

His brave steps toward me and his gentle love touching, 

That was a magical moment in my life….. 

 

These precious moments are like pearls in a chain; 

In the thread of my life, shiny and worthwhile, 

These enchanting moments of my life….. 

------- 
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                       13.  Sujata - a face in his paintings 

              

              I had always seen my friend, Sujata, surrounded by some 

admiring girlfriends and worshiping boys in our neighborhood 

playground.  It was 1958, when I was a dreamy-eyed twelve-year-old, 

and my friend Sujata was three years older than I. We all wanted to be 

her best friend and felt privileged when we could stand next to her. She 

knew how to please the people around her. She was a very good athlete, 

a clever student with a charming personality. Some used to compare her 

to the contemporary film star, Nutan. 

             In spite of the three year age difference, we became best friends.  

I did not bribe Sujata with any special gifts or a fruit from my garden. Of 

course, having a good-looking older brother might have helped. An 

awkward, clueless young girl as I was, I learned from Sujata how to be 

sweet and make friends. Every evening, boys and girls played at our 

neighborhood playground.  We used to get a kick out of telling her which 

older boy was staring at her. Her response would be a hidden smile. She 

loved all that attention.  

           Sujata graduated from high school and joined an art college. She 

was very successful in sports, dance and in her studies. Later, we were 

not very close, but I would hear about her love affairs and her brothers 

beating up the guys to keep them away from Sujata.  But our friends felt 

that she was making good choices. One boy was very right for her, but 

her family would not allow a union. After she graduated from college, 
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Sujata went away to live with her sister in another city for some time. 

          Then one day, her marriage was arranged. It was disheartening to 

see her being pressured to say “yes” to a man of her family’s choice. I 

met him at their wedding. Some younger, crude friends started joking, 

“Sujata, he looks so dull - if you slap him, he would not say anything.”  

One sister of the groom heard the comments and protested sharply, 

“Don’t you dare. Our brother is not like that.” I said, “Our Sujata is not 

someone who would slap anyone.” But the damage was done, and 

Sujata felt ashamed. 

          But, unfortunately it happened the other way around - the groom 

hit our Sujata. She came back to her parents’ home after a month or so. 

She was very upset and refused to return to her in-laws’ house. It was a 

big scandal. Her mother-in-law came to take her back, and after some 

tricks, threats, and promises, Sujata had to return.  After that, every time 

I saw her my heart ached for her and my mind questioned, “Is this, the 

same Sujata?”  The last time I saw her was with her six-month-old-baby. 

She said, “This baby has brought some joy to my life.”  

          A few years later, I moved to the USA from India and did not meet 

Sujata again for several years.  I heard that Sujata had two daughters 

and was living a somber life.  

         We were in California. My life was full with two lively children, my 

parents-in-law, and other family members in the house. One time, some 

friends of my father-in-law came to visit from northern California. We 

were talking about my hometown, and he asked me whether I knew 

Sujata! When I told them that she was my friend, they told me a story 

which shook me up. 
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         The elderly uncle said, “We have one artist named Ritik in our 

neighborhood who still worships Sujata after all these years.” 

          I did not know this fellow because they had met when Sujata 

stayed with her older sister in another town, but I had heard his name. 

He had gone to school in a different city but was from the same town and 

caste as Sujata.  As soon as he found out about me, Ritik called. He 

wanted to know all about Sujata. Then he requested, “Can you please, 

mail a letter for me from your address and also receive Sujata’s reply at 

your address? I don’t want to create any problem for her.”  

        Wow! I was puzzled by this new romantic complication. Anyway, I 

agreed and a few letters passed back and forth through my hand. After 

several months the letters stopped. During a visit to India I met Sujata 

briefly. She inquired about Ritik, but I did not have any information. I 

asked her a few questions before we bid goodbye. 

        With another twist of circumstances, Ritik and our family moved to 

the same city, and we were invited to his exhibition of paintings. We 

established a connection. After a few weeks, we sat down for a long talk.  

        Ritik’s life had been hanging by a thread named Sujata. He said, “In 

my paintings, do you recognize her face? The day I met Sujata was like a 

planned event by the stars up above. I believed that Destiny had Her 

hand in bringing us together. It was love at first sight for me. I met her 

several times and expressed my feelings and hoped to spend our lives 

together. I had a hard time reading her thoughts. She was casually 

agreeing with my feelings and was sweet to me. I made her a painting 

and presented it to her. Her sister did not look very pleased with our 

friendship but did not say anything. Sujata was inquiring about my 
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finances and education, which were quite modest. The day came when 

she had to go back to her parents’ home. I asked, ‘What about us? I love 

you. Can I come to your house and ask your parents for your hand in 

marriage?’ She said, ‘My parents will not agree and my brothers will beat 

you up badly. I cannot displease my family.’ I was devastated.  I had sort 

of written away my life to her name.  With time, I realized that she had 

been making up excuses. May be she was not committed to this 

relationship as I had been. But it was too late for me to return to my old 

self.” 

          In India, the conversation I had had with Sujata flashed in my 

mind. I had asked her, ‘Why did you marry this guy instead of Ritik?’ She 

confessed, ‘I was envious of the girls around me marring the rich guys - 

so greed clouded my judgment and I agreed to marry an engineer 

instead of an artist.’ 

         I asked about the letters. Ritik said, “When I wrote the first letter, I 

was skeptical, but when I received her reply, I felt that on the branch of 

my mute life the birds started to sing. She said that she had been 

thinking about me often and missed being with me. As communications 

continued, she begged me to make arrangements to bring her to 

America with her two teenage daughters. That proposal made me look at 

this revived fling differently. I am secretly corresponding with someone’s 

wife! And I stopped.  

         So, in this lifetime, I feel rich that I have loved someone. I am not 

alone because in the corner of my heart Sujata is there. I look and see 

her face in my paintings. The question does not arise whether she loved 

me or not because, for me, the reality is that I will always love her.” 
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Her face in my paintings... 

 

She loved me, she loved me not, 

The question does not prick anymore. 

Her presence is here like a twinkle in a star, 

I am out of her circle, a far-fallen star… 

She came into my life, I felt it destined, 

Left her shadow melted barely with mine. 

Those were the days--tepid, trivial for her. 

 They still trim colors for this lifelong dreamer…. 

I offered her a simple and singular daisy, 

She chose to take the bunch of roses. 

 A sweet melancholy comes to sit beside, 

 Keeps me warm and cozy inside…. 

My precious past is anchored deep within, 

On my blues and grays, bright red reigns. 

There she may be, withered and wise, 

But smiles in my paintings with a shy surprise…. 

-------------- 

The beauty is in the eyes of a beholder. The feelings this artist experienced was his very own 

and were not reflected or returned. Nothing could take away the inspiration he derived from 

those memories. 
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Our Flower Girl 

The playful petals on the grass, 

Her prancing feet on my heart. 

The butterfly kisses amuse tulips, 

She leaves honey on our lips. 

The drop of dew shines in the sun, 

Her smile reflects all the fun. 

The delicate twine circles around, 

She holds my hand to dance around. 

The blowing breeze brings delight, 

She runs to me to bloom my life. 

The birds are chirping, Spring is here, 

My soul is singing, Sufiya  is near! 

--------- 
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                                                   14.  Not Without Ammi....... 

                

             “Ammi! After five weeks I have my final dance recital, “Aarangetram.”    

My mummy and daddy have booked a big auditorium. I am so excited. I will tell 

you all about it, but I have to run now.” Neha kissed her grandmother, as every 

day she did, and ran out flying through the door. The grandmother’s eyes 

followed her with a big smile on her face. 

            The granny had been around when Neha and her brother were growing 

up. But that was several years ago when granny was quick on her feet. 

Nowadays, she was observing from her bed and wondering at times, 

 “Why Neha has not come home yet?” or “Why Neha is so quiet?” “Did she 

eat?” She may not necessarily get replies to her questions, but it was her 

second nature, and not to answer was the second nature of a very busy 

teenager. But Neha would never forget to stop in Ammi’s room before leaving 

the house. 

          When Neha was six years old, she told her grandmother, “Ammi, my 

mom will take me to a dance class. But you know that I know how to dance - 

why do I have to go?” Ammi smiled and said, “Yes, my Dolly knows how to 

dance, but to be the best, you have to learn more, right?” With a sweet 

but serious face, Neha said, “OK, I will have to go.” 

         Neha had seen that whenever there was any talk about music, painting, or 

dance, her grandmother’s face would light up. So to involve Ammi in interesting 

conversation, Neha used to start up with those subjects.   

        An almost-eleven-year-old Neha, her brother and her parents moved into 

their new house not too far from their grandparents’ home. Granny declined the 
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invitation to move in with them, saying, “I am used to this place.” 

         It had been only a few days since their move. One late afternoon, granny 

was thinking, “Neha must be home from school and alone. I hope she eats 

some good snacks.” The phone rang and Neha was at the other end, panicked. 

She said, “Ammi, a few weirdly dressed women are banging on the door and 

are asking for gift money as we have moved into this new home. They are loud 

and laughing amongst themselves.” 

         Ammi said, “Dear! Don’t be afraid. Keep the door closed and just tell them 

to come some other day. I am coming right over there.”  After that scary 

incidence for young Neha, without much convincing, the grandparents moved in 

with them. 

         Granny was a loving witness to all of Neha’s artistic and scholastic 

achievements. In her success she would run into granny’s open arms and in her 

failure Neha would wipe her tears with Ammi’s sari-pallu. But a teenager’s life 

gets entangled in many complications. At times they get lost while trying to find 

their own identity. The wisdom or advice of elders seems boring. These are 

natural steps of the growing process, and wisdom has to give room for that 

independence to flow freely.  

         Grandmother had to go and spend a few years in America. When she 

returned to live with Neha, she had matured into a confident, beautiful young 

girl. She was involved in several exciting activities. Still, she had sweet relations 

with her grandmother but had very little time or need for granny. Grandmother 

used to think, “Everything turns with time. She does not love me as much.”  

Time flew and the world went around while granny kept on watching. 

         Unfortunately, grandmother fell and was bed-ridden for a long time. When 

Neha was talking about her recital, granny was in her wheelchair. Ammi was 
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observing the preparations from her bed or from her wheel chair.  Just the 

right dresses and jewelry were chosen, and almost two hundred people were 

invited to attend the dance program. Ammi was thinking, “I cannot go, it will look 

odd to go in the wheelchair. I am not needed.”  

         Only two days were left before the function. The whole family was sitting 

together after dinner. All of a sudden, Neha asked, “Ammi! Which silk sari are 

you going to wear?” Granny was startled, “Where? Oh, no no, I will stay home, 

that will be alright. There will be Neha’s friends and other elders of the family. It 

will be fine.” The family members started to try to convince her to attend the 

dance.   

         Neha had a determined look on her face. She said, “OK, if you don’t want 

to come, I will not dance. Not without Ammi.” 

        Granny’s eyes filled up with tears. That one kind sentence touched her 

heart. Her moist eyes and smile gave consent to her little granddaughter.  

         Ammi’s wheelchair was set in the front row. The dance recital was well-

received. Neha graciously accepted the adoration. She looked at her smiling 

and clapping granny and ran down from the stage to hug her to share her joy.  

        Age and time can create distance between generations but the bridge of 

love remains unbroken. ---------- 

 

comment: Our respected brother, Kiritbhai Parikh said, SIMPLY BEAUTIFUL....VERY EMOTIONAL AND 

TOUCHING…I STILL WILL NEED TO TAKE A REBIRTH TO EXPRESS MY EMOTIONS IN SUCH A CONCISE 

AND FREE FLOWING LANGUAGE. AS FOR ME, [FOR THE STILL ACTIVE & ALIVE CHILD WITHIN ME], 

YOU MADE IT CRY LIKE A BABY BY REVIVING MY MEMORIES OF THAT LOVING MOTHER.   

WRITE, WRITE AND WRITE....  WITH ADMIRATION, KKP  
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                                                  NEARNESS 

                                                    Grandma’s house,  

                                   another home of my childhood. 

                             They tell me tales, when I used to play,  

                                        Once in a while all alone. 

                             Grandpa wondered, “What is she thinking,  

                                         playing there all alone?” 

                          Those were the days of small sweet queries, 

                                  grandma will call and I reappeared, 

                          With hugs and kisses the gloom disappeared. 

The troubled teenager, enters the home, 

The sobs wouldn’t stop, some boy had hurt. 

“Grandma! Please, just let me be.” 

In the secluded space, she knew 

She wasn not alone. 

The sad young woman opens the door. 

No smiling faces, no welcoming arms. 

The deafening quiet pours through her eyes, 

“Please grandma! Don’t leave me alone, 

Why did you both have to go? 

 In the whole wild world, I am lonesome now.” 

A peaceful hush in Grandma's house. 

--------- 
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                           15.  The Wild Flowers of Spring 

     Five different races, religions, and cultures, and a story of our friendship. 

           We had moved to Houston, Texas not too long before when I joined a 

volunteer group to teach English. We had a day-long workshop, and I was 

sharing a desk with a lady named Mei Ling. At the lunch break, when she saw 

me sitting alone, she called me to sit with her group. At her table was an 

American lady, Robin, who welcomed me with a friendly smile. There was a 

Canadian lady, Ginny, who gave me a guarded but polite smile. Tall and 

talkative Margaret was from Tasmania, an island near Australia.  Mei Ling had 

Chinese heritage but was born and raised in Panama.  

          I have been in the USA for the last forty years but with my long hair, 

ethnic outfit, with a bindi on my forehead, no one had confusion about my 

heritage. I do wear all kinds of clothes without being self-conscious, but I always 

felt privileged to wear a sari or salwar-kamiz  at any gathering. I have been so 

comfortable with who I am, it has been easy to strike up interesting 

conversation with any person of any nationality.  

          I started my lunch and the ladies around said, “Oh! That spicy fragrance, I 

love Indian food,” echoed. I let them taste some food. Inquiries about each other 

uncovered that we all were married to professional men for many years and had 

lived in the many corners of the world. At this stage of our lives, when children 

are grown and moved out and had no need to work for the money, we all had 

gathered here to do some volunteer work. Wow! Interesting!  At the end of the 

hour, I casually suggested we meet at my house for lunch the following week.   
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They all agreed to come and bring a covered dish. 

         I was skeptical about who would come, how the time would pass, etc.  

I was doubtful that the Canadian lady, Ginny, would come, but it turned out that 

she was the first to arrive. And then the other ladies showed up. The 

conversation and food blended very easily. After that, our monthly get- together 

continued at different homes or Indian restaurants with in-between visits to 

temples, churches, and art stores. One nice aspect was that, even without my 

request, our meals were vegetarian most of the time. We shared our knowledge 

and experiences with great interest. Each person’s life was a unique story.  

        Robin was in her late forties when she secured her teaching certificate.  

She was happy and a proud mother of three and a grandmother of seven. She 

and her husband were very involved in church activities. That was the one 

couple I met who was living their lives as Christians in a real sense. They used 

to travel to foreign countries to do charity work. Robin was the president of the 

women’s ministry of her church. Every year, it was a great privilege for our 

group to sit at the main table with Robin and the invited speaker. Her father was 

in India in war time and had taught Robin some Hindi words like, “jaldi, jaldi” 

(“hurry hurry”) and “kitaneka hai?” (“What’s the price?”). We spent quite a few 

holidays with her family. Robin was an avid reader of the books. She gifted me 

a volume of the Bible, which I treasure. I used to share philosophical Hindu 

books with her. The great thing to share with Robin was her jovial laugh.  

         Margaret had come from a small place called Tasmania and her 

Australian accent with her deep voice sounded poetic. She would say, “You can 

take Margaret out of Tasmania but you cannot take Tasmania out of her”.  She 

was very talkative, and if I would not interrupt her, she would tell very long 

stories of simple daily routines. She was a sophisticated and talented lady. Her 
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husband had to travel so she had to occupy herself in social clubbing and 

church singing. We all enjoyed dinner parties at her sumptuous home. She 

soon lost her beloved husband after a short period of illness. She moved to be 

near her children, and unexpectedly ended up near Robin, who had shifted to 

the West coast after retirement. The great thing I shared with Margaret was her 

worldly knowledge. 

         Mei Ling, a peaceful and pleasant soul, was a very compassionate 

person. She was born and raised in Panama. She had come to America for her 

education. She fell in love and made her home in the USA. Her husband was a 

pastor in the Baptist church, and Mei Ling was devoted to her church. As a 

retired teacher, she was managing large adult classes and was recognized as a 

top volunteer by our organization. At our luncheons, we used to hold hands and 

she used to say prayers, and at the dinner table, her husband. One time her 

son had a very serious injury and she called me in that difficult time. The 

emotional support for her family and friends was tremendous, and fortunately 

their son recovered completely. Every year I would like to receive good wishes 

from Mei Ling on my birthday. The great thing to share with Mei Ling was her 

wisdom. 

        Ginny was a person who talked less and did a lot more for me and 

everyone else around her. She became my guide in knitting, sewing, shopping 

and in traveling around Houston. Within a few weeks of our introduction, we 

started to go out without much planning, just to do something creative. Her 

husband and mine were engineers and we recognized some striking similarities 

in their behaviors. That was so much fun for us to talk about because we knew 

exactly what the other one was talking about. We would whine and complain 

about someone and then burst out laughing, saying, “We are perfect!”  When 
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very serious illness struck her loved one, I was her confidant and supporter. It 

took her two years to verbalize it with the rest of the group. She devoted herself 

to the struggle against the sickness, which extended to twelve years. The great 

things I shared with Ginny were unplanned outings and the quiet time together. 

          After coming from India in 1969, we lived in New Jersey, Southern 

California, Florida, and finally Texas. As a volunteer I was involved in many 

lives. My religion gives me peace of mind and to achieve that, unconditional 

acceptance and respect for all human beings are necessary. I saw some very 

similar qualities in that group of women. Very naturally, the exchange of ideas 

between us was effortless and that kept us all well-connected.  

           It was spring time and the wild flowers were in full bloom all around. That 

was my second season in Texas.  We all decided to take a sightseeing trip to 

the countryside with the navigation leadership of Ginny. The beautiful Blue 

Bonnets with circles of red, yellow and white flowers had spread a colorful 

carpet as far as we could see.  At lunch time we stopped at a homey inn for 

lunch. There were three long bench-style tables and customers would sit 

anywhere, like family members.  We joined two cowboys eating their meal. Mei-

ling and Robin and rest of us started friendly conversation with those two 

gentlemen. We ordered food and were telling each other to order the pies later. 

When they asked how we (such a different-looking bunch) became friends, 

Robin told them about our common link of volunteer work. The pleasant chit-

chat ended with a kind good-bye as they left, waving their hands in salute as 

they walked away.  

         In a short while the waitress came and asked, “What kind of pie do you 

want?”  

        We asked, “How do you know we are going to order pie?” 
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       The waitress said, “Those two cowboys paid your bill, including the pies.”   

We five friends were surprised. We were impressed by the Texan hospitality. 

Wow!  

         When I was new in this country, I had heard our Indian friends saying, 

“You will find friendly relations among these people but you will not find friends.” 

My experience has been different. Some tender loving friendships with women 

from a variety of backgrounds have been alive after more than thirty-five years 

in different corners of this country. My new friends came into my life 

unexpectedly like wild flowers and added some more colors to make my life 

richer.   

         You never know a smile on your lips  

             May grace the hope in some one’s heart.  

        You never know when you share your joy, 

             May help someone to find a song.  

         You never know a touch of your hand 

             May spread some wings to seek solace. 

                                                  ---------------- 

 

Comments: Absolutely lovely, Saryu. You didn’t include what we got from you:  for me, the 

faithfulness of a dear friend. Love, Robin. 

Good job, Saryu!!  Well written!  I like what you remembered and wrote. You were very kind 

in your comments.  Mei-Ling Melton        

                                                               ----------- 
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“He went to sleep peacefully today….I am overwhelmed….Love you”…Ginny. 

 To my dear friend.......                  Upon Her Loss.. 

What do I say when you stand alone, 

Forever and final, saying, "So long." 

What do I say when he wanted to stay, 

But death did come to take him away.... 

 

What do I say when you can’t hold hands, 

Your life-long trip abruptly ends. 

What do I say when tears don’t flow, 

Dark inside, the lights don’t glow.... 

 

What do I say when you are so sad, 

I sit so far, just feeling so bad. 

The flow of grief will slowly subside, 

We all are here to stand beside.... 

---------- 

 After many years of sickness, the departure of the partner, creates confusing feelings and 

overwhelms most of us. The mix feelings of relief and lose; which one to hide and which one to 

express! If sympathy shown for relief, the heart would say, “Oh no, don’t say that, I did not want 

him to go.”  But in the alone moments, the mind may say different.  

Two events in life, birth and death, can shake up our hearts to the core. 
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                                         16. UNACCEPTABLE 

             I was helping a nonprofit immigration agency with Hindi- or Gujarati-

speaking clients. One day I was asked to meet a lawyer and a client. I was 

introduced to a gentle-mannered young man, Salim. 

            With a faint smile, Salim greeted me and spoke in Hindi. He said, 

“Madam, will you tell this lady lawyer to help me to stay in this country to save 

my life?” My mind started to comment, ‘If you are not here legally, I cannot and 

will not help’. But since a pro bono lawyer was helping, I was prepared to hear 

him out. 

Salim started his story. 

             “I am from a rich and well-respected family in a far away Muslim 

country. My problems started with my own mother and her side of the family 

when I was fifteen. They had noticed that I was always in boys’ company, 

especially one boy.  He and I were inseparable. I just felt that I was in love with 

him. People started talking and my cousins and other kids openly started 

teasing me.  The news spread rampantly in our small village. The first time I 

was called ‘gay’, I cried without understanding its full meaning. I just knew that it 

was demeaning.  

            “One day, I was called to the back room of our house, and my mother 

and her brother, my mamu, started asking questions about the rumors about me 

and Razak. I told them that he was just a friend but they did not believe a word I 

said. My mamu was a violent man and I was always afraid of him. For him, 

shooting somebody to teach a lesson was a very common thing. I was shaken 

up with fear and my mother and mamu kept on scaring me with different threats. 

The bottom line was, ‘This kind of behavior, boy to boy friendship, is absolutely 
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unacceptable in our respectable family’. I was ordered to end my friendship with 

Razak immediately.    

           “My father was always very kind to me. He tried to convince me in no 

uncertain terms. He explained to me that my gay behavior would bring shame to 

our family. I cried like a little boy and assured him to try to be better. Similar 

rage was going on in Razak’s household.  We could not break it off but we 

became more discrete. I was torn inside, ‘Why am I like this? They all are 

ashamed of me’. I tried to be like other boys but teasing and put-downs did not 

stop.  

           “I was good in studies and graduated from high school with good grades. 

My bigger test came when my mother said, ‘I will select a girl and you will marry 

her.’ I protested by giving many excuses like, ‘I want to go to college. I am too 

young to get married.’ But she said, ‘We know the real reason and we will 

convince you by any means.’ They wanted to prove in society that I was a 

straight, normal guy. The arguments and stern warnings by my mother and 

mamu turned into slapping and beating. If my father tried to intervene, my 

mother would order him to ‘Just keep out of our business. You have made him 

worthless.’ 

           “I got admission to a city college not too far from my village and left my 

home without telling anyone except my father. My friend Razak also followed 

me, and we shared a place with some other students. My mother found out 

where I was from other students in our village and started sending messages to 

me to return home. My first year at the college was over. They used my father 

to bring me back home. My mother and mamu were again trying to force me to 

move back to join the family business and get married. I went on pleading them 

to leave me alone. They told me to live my life according to their rules or else.  
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           “It was late one night. My father awakened me urgently, handed me 

money and told me to run away. He had overheard that, with my mother’s 

consent, my mamu was going to scare me with the gun and if I didn’t agree, he 

would not hesitate to get rid of me.  I called and told Razak what was going on. 

He said, ‘I will meet you at the station.’ We took the first train and headed for a 

far-away city. It was not easy to find our way in the strange new city. 

           “It took several months, but with a lot of financial help from my father, we 

rented a very modest apartment. We were happy to have each other to lean on. 

Our life seemed almost normal until that fateful afternoon.  

           “We had purchased tickets to go and see a hockey game that evening. 

We were so excited and felt like a couple of free birds. Early that afternoon I left 

our apartment to do some shopping. I saw Razak smiling and waving good-bye 

from the window. When I returned, to my horror, I saw a small crowd gathered 

near our apartment and among them there were some of Razak’s relatives.  I 

retreated as fast as I could before anyone could notice me. I was trembling 

inside. I had a premonition that I would never see Razak alive again.   

Later, my father told me that in the village, Razaka’s death was explained as 

heart failure. If I would have been in the apartment that day, I would have been 

killed too. 

            “Now I was not left with any other choice but to run for my life. I made up 

my mind to go as far away as possible and disappear in a large city. The money 

I had, I used up to get there. I started doing whatever work possible to get some 

food. This world is blessed with some good and kind people who were generous 

enough to give me a space to sleep. At the same time I came to know some 

horrible, cruel people. The gang members gave me importance and small 

favors so I could be used, like many others, as their strong and blind instrument 
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to oppress the weak and ignorant mass. I was systematically tied into the web 

and by the time I realized it, it was impossible to get out. My pleas for freedom 

were retorted; first with temptations like a university degree, then the promise of 

power, and later with threats. When I could not convince my soul to pick up a 

gun and kill any other human being, I escaped. But I got caught and was 

tortured for three days. But when there is a will, there is a way. I feel that I have 

traveled through tumultuous oceans to arrive in this country. 

           “I paid a very heavy price because nature made me different and  

I was not deemed acceptable to narrow-minded, ignorant people. I was longing 

to see my father one more time, but I heard through a friend that my father 

passed away two months ago. 

           “I cannot describe the feelings of hope because this lawyer lady believes 

in my life story and is willing to help me. I promise you all that I will never betray 

your trust.”    

           According to the lawyer, his case was worth fighting for, due to his 

entanglement with the gang members, who call themselves “a political party” in 

his country. If it would have been only his personal battle, he could not be 

eligible for asylum in America. 

          As per his story: When he was hiding in the large city and dirt poor,  

he accepted some favors from that scary but powerful group. They started 

treating him as if he was one of their own who was devoted to the cause.  

          Salim went along until that day when five gang men came on their 

motorcycles and ordered him to hop on. He thought that they were going for 

some fun ride. Instead, they went to a crowded market and announced that, 

“We are here to teach a lesson of obedience to some idiots who did not respect 

our power.” The shouting and screaming subsided when one of the gang 
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members shot a person, point blank. Salim was frozen. That was the first time 

he had seen a murder in front of his eyes. The jovial gang members were telling 

Salim, “You can do this chore with your own gun next time.” That night, very 

clearly he realized that he did not belong there. He could not take life of other 

human being, never! 

           The next morning, he left his stuff except the important documents and 

went to his routine work. He snuck out and called his father to inform about the 

desperate situation. His father guided him to go to other city and promised him 

that one certain person will help him. At the railway station, in spite of his 

extreme caution, a party member spotted him and dragged him to a building 

under construction. The fourth floor was used as a torture cell of that party. He 

was badly beaten to find out why he was running away. He was cross examined 

with the assumption that he was defecting to join some other party.  They left 

me there to die. But I was not dead when they reappeared the second day. 

There was some more beating but they did not kill me. Salim realized that they 

wanted to use his death to show that some other gang had killed their party’s 

member. He was half dead with cruel beating and without food or water.  

          Soon after their third visit, Salim’s survival instinct motivated him to find 

any possible escape path. He started to look around, he noticed a hole 

prepared for the window air-condition unit.  He crawled out and landed in some 

ones home. He had bruises and his cloths were partially covered with blood. 

One lady saw him but kept quiet since in that neighborhood this sort of activities 

were not uncommon.  He went downstairs and came out of the house to go to a 

nearby hamaam, where men can groom themselves. He cleaned himself and 

requested the owner for the use his phone. The owner was sympathetic toward 

this helpless young man.  For next two days, he helped Salim so he could get 
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out of that town. He embarked on the train, after it had left the platform, without 

a ticket.  

           He wanted to go away, far away from his country. His father had to sell 

the land to send him large sum of money. To sell land is considered very shame 

full in his country. His father was humiliated in his society. But any how he sent 

enough money for him. Salim told the travel agent to find a far away country 

where would be least likely to run into his countrymen and where he can go 

without immigration restrictions. Out of a few he chose to go to one South 

American country, Guatemala. 

           He was so naively ignorant that only he knew, how much he endured to 

reach his far away destination and survived. Every morning when he would 

wake up in a strange place, he used to touch his body to make sure that he was 

still alive. 

           Salim had said, “Where ever I lived, they just know and as soon  

I was recognized as a gay individual, some people showered me with favors so 

they can use me. But my heart was still sobbing for the death of my love, 

Razak.” 

           He worked for food and shelter. He came to know about the illegal 

immigrants and the bootleggers. After a few months in Guatemala, he did not 

see any future in selling incenses and cheap toys. One group of African girls 

and men had paid to a human smuggler and they needed one Spanish 

speaking person. Salim was encouraged by the group to go with them since he 

had learned to speak Spanish. He prepared for a long journey. The final 

destination, America!  He had heard about America, but had no clue about their 

laws and regulations. 

         The group was taken first on a dinky boat at night time. Then they walked 
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across the jungles of Columbia. Salim was bitten by some poisonous insect 

while walking, so he was taken to the emergency room at a hospital in 

Columbia. He would have died without the timely treatments. During that 

journey, the whole group had to face many times life or death situations. The 

group sneaked into The USA, via Panama. The details were recorded in the 

court documents.  

          He had seen death very closely several times in his young life. Now the 

justice system has to decide where he will go from here. 

In this journey he is touched by so many human beings, which are all the same, 

but still so very vastly different. .......  

 

Epilogue. 

A note from the organization: Dear volunteer, “--He won his case! Thank you so much for 

being part of that victory and for all your contributions to our clients and their cases!!!” 
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Unacceptable 

Tell me papa why am I like this? 

  Ma was very proud and pleased, at my birth as a boy. 

  This mystic twist of unknown fate ended up robbing her joy.  

  

My secret spilled and called to quit,  

My all the reasons sound so lame, 

  Order was to choose her way, 

  The way I am, sure brought her shame 

   

I was yanked and thrown out there,  

 Punished and pushed, belong nowhere,                                               

   Helpless, hauled away from home, 

   Worn and torn my own genome. 

 

Who am I, a worthless pawn? 

   Or am I a flower wild? 

   My roots are cut, will I survive!  

   You give me hope, my life revive. 

---- 

The agony of a gay young man in the close-minded traditional society. 

I had no knowledge of this side of life until I started helping the victims. 

The cruel treatment by so-called, “loving” family is shocking.  

True love is seen in the heart of the father for his son. 
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                                The Choice Marriage. 

             My brother left me a letter to read. It was from his friend, Jbhai, whom 

we all liked. He wrote, “You know my brother, Dilip. He is in America, highly 

educated, interested in art, music and photography.  

I think your sister and my brother will make a good match.” The year was 

1968, and I was 22 years old. I had just finished my Master’s of Science in 

Vadodara, India and had started my Ph.D. with a government scholarship. My 

parents were teachers and my brother and I were well taken care of. The living 

in Bhavnagar, my hometown, was very simple. We were raised to dream a 

free, colorful future. 

       My photograph was sent to Dilip. I had heard about him through my 

brother. He was Gold medalist from M. S. University, Vadodara and had 

gone to USA on a fellowship from Uni. of Maryland.  I went to see his 

parents and older sister at a social gathering but had not seen their home. 

         Dilip had considered a few other prospects before he came to see me. 

We spent an hour or so with my mother and my newly-married brother and 

his wife. So far, my mother had been very skeptical about sending me so far 

away. But she liked him, and he said that his intentions were to come back 

to India permanently in three years. The next day, we spent several hours 

talking, but barely touched the serious aspects of our future lives. We were 

not sure if this would be just a passing interest or something more! Our 

matching interests were obvious and overwhelming. When he asked me 
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about my hobbies, I had said, “I love to sing.” And the way I had said it,  

Dilip still remembers fondly. I offered to take him to show the collection of 

beautiful paintings at the library. This type of free and frank interaction came 

very naturally for both of us. I excitedly shared all the details with my best 

friend. 

         Dilip’s two-day visit was about to be over. My father came home and I 

introduced him as someone I knew from Vadodara. We wanted to keep my 

brother out of trouble. We were expecting objections from my father because 

we come from different castes, but we were hoping for the best.  I am 

Brahmin and Dilip is Bania. As such, there is not much difference in life-style 

and religion. Fortunately, most people in our circle did not give much 

importance to the caste system, but I did not know that my father would 

react so intensely in my case. 

         The next morning, I was standing in one corner and my parents were 

sitting in the front room. My mother started to say, “Saryu wants our 

permission to marry Dilip.” My father’s first question was, “They are Bania, 

right? With God’s grace you are born in this superior cast, why do you want 

to degrade yourself?”  After that I did not think he heard anything else. That 

evening when he came home, he was in an angry mood. I felt that he had 

talked with his old friends. He said, “It will be a shame upon us if you marry 

into that family. I will not survive this offense.” 
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              I wondered, was he worried about my reputation or his beliefs! 

Considering his reproach, I wrote to Dilip, “I had no inclination to say ‘yes’.” 

This one word really pinched Dilip like a needle. He being a physicist, the facts 

had to match the words. 

         He wrote me two letters which said, “You expressed in clear words 

that you had made your choice and left it up to me to decide. Your best 

friend asked me when I am giving you the good news. … I know you are 

saying this to hide your father’s objections.” Those two beautifully-written 

letters assured me that he really liked me.  

But, many “What if?” questions were hovering over us.  

          I shared those letters with my mother, brother and maternal uncle, 

mama. The following week, Jbhai came and brought a letter from Dilip’s 

mother. It said, “My son does not eat meat and has no bad habits. We like 

Saryu and she will be happy in our family. His father says we would agree to 

a quiet wedding.” My mother read the letter and put it aside. It was around 8 

o’clock in the evening. My brother and I went with Jbhai to the bus stop. 

Back home, my father picked up the letter and after reading it, he concluded 

that I was going away that night. 

         We had not gone far on our walk to the bus stop when my father’s 

voice startled us. “Saryu, turn around this minute. Otherwise I will take 

poison.” My brother and I were mortified with embarrassment. Jbhai had 

always seen my father as a gentle person. He was shocked. He went back 
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and told Dilip that there was no hope.  

         My cousin said, “You should elope.” I said, “No way.” I did not want to 

hurt my father’s feelings. 

         Shortly after, I was attending a family wedding when I realized that  

I was making the biggest decision of my life to please these people! My 

thoughts and passions were different. My brother said, “You go to America 

for studies and there get married with Dilip.” This gave me confirmation that 

Dilip was the right choice. That’s why, when my uncle asked, just ‘yes’ came 

out of my mouth. 

         One weekend, when my father was out of town, we had a meeting. 

That night we all decided to send a message to Dilip. We did not have a 

telephone, so we sent a telegram which said, “Deciding positively. A letter 

follows.”  My letter reached them in a day or two, but seemed very long.  

They were trying but communication was so complicated in those days. I 

was almost sure that he had decided to marry someone else and this matter 

would be finished.  

          Finally, we got a positive response from Dilip and his family! Then, the 

secret planning began. Dilip and three siblings came to our town, and a 

small wedding was arranged at a secluded location. About ten individuals 

were there. My mother did not come but she was my strength to take such a 

big step into an unknown world.  

           After the ceremony, my cousin delivered a note to my father that said, 
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“I have married Dilip.” He then realized why my mother had served that 

special sweet at lunchtime. He quietly went in the backyard and poured a 

bucket of water, a ritual after the death of a family member. He collected a 

few of his things and left the house. My brother and mother were frantic. We 

went home later and were welcomed by my mother, family and friends but, 

my father’s absence was looming over us heavily. We went to Amdavad to 

Dilip’s home. We were joyfully welcomed by our ten family members and 

there was love all around. 

          When my father was persuaded to come back home, I went to meet 

him. We looked into each other’s eyes and the tears rolled down.  

            This journey with my beloved from Bhavnagar to Austin is filled  

with the warmth of those tears. 

                                              ------------------------ 

The father’s objection was based upon the old traditions. In a marriage, if the choice is based upon 

greed, false pretense or selfish reasons, there are more possibilities of failure. When a choice 

marriage is made with a clear heart and pure intentions, the acceptance and surrender follows a 

natural stream of love...  
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The Choice Marriage 

He was a good catch; kin arranged for a match. 

My mother liked him better, said love would come later.... 

I let him know my voice, and then I made my choice. 

He showed interest in me; he and I became one, we.... 

The uphill journey started, with the stranger by my side. 

The seven steps in sky and future open wide.... 

The gentle bond together; still each one on his own. 

A strong shoulder to lean on, as the dance of life goes on....  

The sweet sprinkles of smile with graceful perseverance. 

The hearts and home kept humming through time and turbulence....  

                           

       1969                  
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     The Joy of Journey                                         Mrs. Saryu Dilip Parikh 

          When we have enjoyed the journey of life, the final years become sweet 

harmony. As far as I can remember, I was remotely planning my senior years in 

my thirties while observing family seniors. I saw our lives with our little children 

and how that influenced our parents' lives. 

         One important thing for me was to grow emotionally and intellectually at a 

similar pace with my husband. Our marriage had happened because of our 

mutual interest in art, classical music and sahitya. Ours was an inter-cast, 

choice marriage, not an arranged or a love marriage. We knew very little about 

each other before the marriage. 

  From the beginning, we actively shared each others’ interests. In our 

forties, when our children went to college, we started to read spiritual books 

together every evening for an hour. I always recommend that couples read 

together. As I finish a poem, I send it to Dilip. His analysis helps me to express 

my thoughts properly. 

          I had a degree, M.Sc. in Botany, from India. I had earned a national 

fellowship for the Ph.D. program. But in that year, I got married and came to the 

USA. For several reasons, I never took a job in that field. At the age of forty, I 

went back to school and then worked part-time as a medical technologist in a 

hospital lab. One reason was my interest in the medical field and the second 

was that I wanted to understand the complexities of medicine and health. The 
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biggest benefit for our entire family was to understand blood testing, and that 

improved our eating habits. 

           Since 1969 we had lived in Princeton, New Jersey; Anaheim, California; 

Orlando, Florida; and in 1996, we moved to Houston, Texas. We both believed 

in simple living and never exerted or invested our time in running after money. 

Dilip is a disciplined and organized person. He was fortunate to work in the 

microelectronics industry as a physicist and electronics engineer. After having 

children, I had several part-time jobs in the quest to learn as much as I could.        

          In Houston, I dedicated my time helping domestic violence victims of 

Asian origin. I helped several abused women and felt fortunate to have made 

some difference in several lives. As a writer I tell their stories so someone can 

get guidance from them. I stitched and donated about 50 baby blankets and 

pillows for the women’s shelter. I also volunteered as a tutor with a literacy 

organization. My biggest satisfaction came when I helped one speech- and 

hearing-impaired student to achieve a college degree. It was also an interesting 

experience to teach English to about ten Buddhist nuns. In Austin, I have made 

myself available, so Hindi- or Gujarati-speaking clients and pro-bono lawyers 

come to my house and I help them in communication as a translator. Dilip’s 

encouragement and support make the volunteer work possible. 

          Dilip chose to retire at the age of 56. Sangita had just started a medical 

residency and Samir was in law school. Their education was fully financed by 

us. The children also supported his decision to retire considering his interest in 
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art and music. He has just turned seventy, but he feels like he is in his fifties.  

The basic necessities of a healthy and happy retired life: We wake up between 

6 and 7am. Morning hours are for walking, garden work and spiritual study.   

           We give each other enough space. With years together, one thing is 

improved:  disagreements can be discussed calmly and openly. In any good 

relationship, respect for each other is an important requirement. We have to 

observe our behavior and constantly strive to improve our attitude, and 

guidance comes from good books and good friends. With age, we have limited 

our social commitments to a minimum. It is very important for us is not to waste 

time. Another important strength is that I assign only a short time to any hurt 

feelings and soon shake them off.  

           I value good friendships dearly. I have many friends all over the country, 

both Indian and non-Indian.  Especially in these senior years, having a peaceful 

relationship with family members is very good for our souls. The courage to 

accept all, as they are, gives peace to my mind.  

         Being helpful to others has become an important aspect of my life. I have 

to observe all that I do, with awareness to check my motive behind it. When I 

fail, I forgive myself and try again. The hardest part for me was to let go of my 

child and accept him as an independent individual. I think every mother has to 

go through that growing pain. Samir, after getting his law degree from the 

University of Michigan, worked for top law firms for several years. At present, he 

is a professor at a law school in Portland, Oregon. Being far away from his is 
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hard, but his two little girls make up for the distance. 

        We always believed in one human-clan, but our test came when our 

daughter liked a young Bangladeshi man. We trusted our daughter's judgment, 

which we knew was based on her unselfish, innocent heart. They got married 

and settled happily in Austin.  

         In the senior years, it is most advisable to live near one of your children, 

where you get along best with his or her spouse. We were very happy and 

settled in Houston, but it was important to move to Austin as a plan for the next 

part of our lives. The move to Austin near Sangita’s home has turned out to be 

a good decision since we get along great with Mridul.  A few years are added to 

our lives due to the presence of grandchildren for a few hours at our house 

almost every day while Sangita goes to work part- time. We are blessed to be 

old enough to stay home and young enough to run after the children. Every 

afternoon, classical music plays throughout the house, Dilip is painting, and I 

may be writing while the children are playing around us. 

        Life is wonderful if we let it be. I firmly believe that the right attitude is the 

key to joy in each person’s life.               www.saryu.wordpress.com 

                                                                                               

 

 

 

 

http://www.saryu.wordpress.com/
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A Poem for Him 

Since we cosigned in the race of this life cycle, 

We have been two wheels of the same bicycle. 

You lead me through the seven set circles, 

Each has been conjured with many miracles. 

The loyalty and longing intertwine hearts, 

The routines and the duties tug us apart. 

Your foot on the brake and steady navigation, 

have guided our lives without deviation. 

In life’s uphill journey, I follow when you roll, 

If you slip into reverse, I cruise and control.  

The push and pull, check and balance, 

A keen, kind critique brings best out of me. 

A good spouse, a great father and a superb grandfather, 

I hope and wish the ride goes far and farther. 

-------- 

For Dilip,...on May 19TH...with TLC..Saryu 

Ride together since 1969 
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             Saryu said:    

            I was startled when someone asked me, “Why are you helping domestic 

violence victims?  Are any of these stories about you?” Fortunately, I had never 

witnessed any abusive relations in my circle. I had seen many fights between 

husbands and wives growing up in India, but I had seen women standing up to 

the men. When a partner raises his hand, the humiliation is much more severe 

then the physical hurt. The abuser starts the humiliating acts at a mental level 

first. They want to prove their power. The physical beating continues if it is not 

resisted vehemently, and is kept hidden from friends and family to protect the 

abuser.  I have heard and seen that if the the woman reacts firmly and strongly, 

a sensible spouse will not dare to raise his hand again.  In the worst-case 

situation a woman is forced to run away to save her life.  

       Teenagers start taking their relations seriously without understanding the 

consequences of their actions.  Possessive jealousy is given many different 

names. The pushing and shoving turns into a very serious situation before the 

boy and girl can realize that one has been an abuser and the other has become 

a victim. Education and awareness are absolutely necessary in high school 

classes… It is a shameful act to torture other human beings. It is a sin to 

witness or encourage any abusive relations. For the victim, it is an insult to 

his/her own soul to allow someone to crush this precious life.  

           Creative energy is a much needed oil for our life-light to illuminate the 

path we travel. We cannot direct the wind...but we can adjust the sails. 
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                                                                ક                  .. 

                                                                               

                                                                             .. 

                                            ક                               

                                       ઉ                                    .. 
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                                            ૨. ક  …                                                                  

                         ક     ક                 .                 , ક                  

             .                    .           -ક               ,                       , 

“    ક                                             .”  

                                                                           .           

ક                             ક          ક                                          

           .                                                ક  .                     

ક          ક   ક      ક                      ,    ક                                        

     .                          ક             ‘    ’                       .  

                ,                                           ક               ક   , 

ક       ક                   ક              . ક                            ઉ     . 

                                 ક                             .                    

                                .           ક              . ઉ                    ,       

          ક   ક     . ક       ક        ,         , “     ક                                   

   …                      .”                                                    .  

         ક                   ક                 ,    -                      ક      , 

      ,   . . .      . ક                                                       ક           

             .                      ક                 .                              

            .                        ક                        .              ,  ૯૧૧         

ક                              ક         ,          . 

                                              .      ક                  ક              

                                ક                .                             

                     ક        ?    -                                          

      ક   .     ક                                       ક           ક         ક          .      

                        ક   ક           .                                   ,              
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ક    ક                                                 .  

                                     .   ક                                            

      ક  ,              ક       .                  ક                  . ક     

                                   ક          . ક        ઉ                   ક           

           ક   ક       ઉ                    ૯૧૧           .                        

            ઉ      .                         ક                     ક     .     

                        ક             ક                      .  

             ક             ક , ‘    “     ”          .’        ક           , “              ?” 

                                   .        ક     ક                , “             ?”     

    ક          ક            ક       .                  ,                  ક             

             ,              ક   ક        ક                  .                          

                                                            .                           

                             કક               ક                     .               

                                               .                                           

                 ક  .                           ક                               

             .  

          ક     ક                                           ક                   ક   ક     ક 

                         .               ક                   ક,                              

       . 

                     ક                                  .  ક               ક         

  ક         ક    .             ક               . ક                       ક       

                                               ક            .                 

    , ક                ક                                   . ક   ક  , “         ક           

     !”    ક                .          , ક                                 . 

         ક                  ક                 ક      ક                               . 

        ક                                          .  ક            ક         ક       
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ઉ         .           ક            ક  , “          ક             ક          ,”   

                      .  

                                                          ક                   ક ક       

        ક                               ક                .                          

                                                    .                                

          ક                                 .                                       . 

                                             ક       ઉ     . 

                                              ક   ક                     . ક         

                                       ક   ક                                       ક 

        .    !                             ક                     ,       ક               

      ક   .          ક     ક           ક          ક              ક                  

        ક       ક              . ક                                                    

                 ક        ક                        . 

         ક                     ક   ક             ક              ઉ       .                  

                                 ક        .                 ક                        

                     ક          !,         .        ક        ક    ક  ક    ક          

     ક                        .                   ક ક         ક             ક          . 

               .          ?           ક                                  ક   ક    ક  

    ક              . 

                                                          . ક            ક          , “    

          .                              .”                                   

ક                          .                                      ક   .           

                ક                        ક              ક  ક   .                            

                  .           ક  ક              ક            .           ક  , “   !            .” 

                   .           ક                     ક   .                      , “     

      ક     ક      .                  ,          .”               ક          ક         
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ક   !  

                                        ક                .  

                                            , “ક              ,            ઇ           

                          .”        “              .         ક  .”   ક               ક   

                .                                                    ક    ક , “ક  ! 

                        .”                    ક           .                          

     . ક              ક          ક                                .             

                   .  

                   , “ક                           .”                                  

          ક                                 ક        .                                .     

                    ક              .  ક                      ક   ક  , “         ક     

                                                 .”                   . ક       

   ક                          ક                               ક                   .  

  ક     ક            ક     ક                                                    

    . ક                                                      .  

        ક          ક           ક         ક   ઉ                        ક            ક     

   .                                  ,      ક                 ,                     

    .                          ક                  ક            ક       . 

                               ક    ક              ક , “    ,           ક            ક        

                                ક   ક      .                           ક                     

          .”   ક                          ક                  . 

                                             --------------- 

ક                               ઉ     ,           ,      ક                         ,            ક   

           ક       .     ,                                          ક       ક ઇ           .  ક        

    -                           , “                 ”                                        .  
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                                                   ક  ...                 

                                    

                                                                              

                                           ક                           

ક                  ,                          

                       ક         ક  ક         

           ક            ,  ક                  ? 

ક     ક               ,          ક        ? 

 ક                                        ક       

                      ક     ક     ક          ? 

                                             

                                                 

---------- 

          ,                    ,       ક                                 

                                  ક                       ક        ક            . 

  ક                                  ક    ક  !               ,                   ક     .                                               
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                                                    3.                                                                                

                

                 ક                    ,    ક         ક                         ક     

                      ક         .                                                  

          .                       ક       ,                                .  

                                      . 

           “                      ક      ,                     ક     .” 

              ક            ક        ક           .                                       

           ક        ક   ક                                     . ક                   

               .             ક                          .                             

                          ક                      .              ક        ક            

          ,              ક          ક  ,                       ક  ,         ,      ક      

  .                        . 

           “                              ક    ક        , ‘    ક       ક            .’         

ક    ક              ક      !”                               ક     . 

                             ‘           ’                          . 

                                ક   ક       .             ક               .              

                           .  ક                                . 

                ક             ક   ક       .                                ક             

           .                                   -                                     

  ક                 .    ક                    ક       .        ક   ક                

                  .                                     . 

                        ક                                                   ક     ક     

               ક       .                        ક                                    
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ક       ક                                   .  

         , “    !               ક                                    ,                     

   ક                       ક                                     .                           

              ક  .” 

                                       .             ,                      .  ક            

                           ,  ક            .                                

  ક .                                                 .                   

                               ક                                   ક                 

          ક  ક   .            ક     ક    ક                   .                       

         . 

                                                                                ક       . 

     ક      ક , “             ક               ક                .”                       

              ક                            .           ક                            . 

ક                     . ક        ક  ,                                       

                   .  

                         ક ક    , "           ક          ક                                        . 

                      ."                              .          ક  ક ક      ક        ક      

   ક           ક          ,          ક         ક   . 

                    ક                   ક                 . 

                       ઉ                   , “    ,                  ‘ ’           .” 

        ક                                                 . 

                                                           .                 ક          

                  ક     .                         ક                   ક             

ક          . ક            ક        ક                   ક    . ક         ક                  . 

 ક                                                   .                        ક   

                       ક          ક                     ક        . ક                     
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                                   .                         ક                

     .            ક            ક    ક           ક     . 

                                        ક    ક , “      ક                                  

                            .”                               ક   ક           ક       ક        

                          ક          .                                              ક     

   ક           .                ક       ક                            .  

                   ક         ક               ક            .  ક                     ક   

ક         .                                                         .  

                                                                                  ,  

“    ! ક    ક              ? ક   ....         ક                           !”                      

                           . 

           “       ક             ,   ક                                        ,        ક         

ક   .                                                ક    .         ક ,      ક     ,      

    ક                              ક                  ક          .”            

                              ક                                                            

             .      ક                             .         ,                 ક  ક     ક     

                                 ,                          ,                         

     .    ક                             ક           ક                  .   ક  ક     

     ,                  ક             ક                                            .      

                        ક            .  

                 ક                         , “       ક                                 

     ,                                  .                 ,                    ક       

  .” 

                                                      ક            ,                       

                                 .                          
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 ક     ક        ક           

                          

                               

                    ક       

                      

                        

                          

    ક                       

                       ક  

                      ક  

                                

                            

                              

                             

                                

                             

             ઉ          

                              

 

 

 

 

       ક               

                        

                           

                         

 

                             

                   ઇ        

                           

          ક               

                  ક            

                            

                            

ઉ                       

 

                       

              ક          

    ક                     
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                                             ૪.   ક           

                                          --ક              . 

                                               ક                            ક              

         .                           ક                         .                   

                              ક   .             ,                                   .   

     ક  , “                                                    .                     

 ક     ક                .                   .                             .” 

                કક        . 

          “                                         ક      .                                       

                     .                          ક              .”                  ઉ    

              ક             ક              ક       , ‘                     ’    ક          

         ક  .   

                                             ક                                   .         

                                                ઇ                                   

     ક       .                             ક                                ક        

          ક     ક         ક  .   ક             ઇ      ઉ                                  

         ,                                  . 

                     ક             .                                      .  ક        

                .   ક          ,      ક                                  ક               

     .              -                      .             ક             .             , 

                      ક                          . ક                                      

                         ઉ                                                  .   
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                                              .  

                 ક         ક                       , “                                     

           ક           .                       ક   ક              ક                         

ક     .                       ક          ક                   .                          

ક                              ક                ક ,                                .”   , 

       ક           ક                                                               ક        

    ઉ      .                      ,       ક                                        

            ક     ક     ક              .  

                         ક     ક              ક                   ક           .  

                              ક         ક    .                                           ક    

   ક                 .                                              ક      .          

           ક       .   ક           ,        ક                          ક          .    

                           ક                        ક  ક                        ,      .    

                                            .       ક             ક               

                      .                      ક                            ક        

        .                   ક  ક  ક        .  ક                               ક         

   .               ક              ક         ક                                      

        ક  . ક                    ક          ક         ,                             . 

                        ક          ક ,    ઉ                          ક   ક                   

    ક   .     ક    ક         ક         ક                    ક            .                

                         ક      .             ક                                .  ક 

         ક                                       ક      .          ક                     
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     ક                        .        ક                                             , ‘ક   

                   ક                  .’                                              ક  

                                       .                                               

         ,      ક ઉ                   ક                                .  

                    ક                       .                 ક      ક                ક        

             ક                 ક                              ક                          

       .           ,                    ક                                          

         ,               ક                       ક  ક  , ક                       .   

                              ક     ક                      .      ક                      

ક            , “                  .” ક                   ક   ઉ       ક   , “               

       .”                  ક    ક , “                          ક  .” “  !                .” ક     

                          .  

                                     ઉ                        .  ક                  

                      ક                   .       ક                   .                  

                                .                     ક                         

                           ક  ક               .                    ,               ક      

      .                        ક             .               ક     ,                    

                  .                       .                   ક            ક               

     ક   .                       ક                  ક                                   

                                           ક       .        ક                                

                  .   ક        ક  ક       ક                          .              

        -  ક      ક        .                                    ક            ક       
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                                  .  

                                   ક        ઉ                          . ક                       

          ક           ક  , “                            ક            ઉ       .   

                                           .”       ક           ક                   

     ક .        ક     ક                                .  

                              .          ક                       .                 

                       ક       ક    ક  .                                           .     

ક                ક             ,                                             .            

         ,    ક                                             .                            

 ક     ક            ક                             .        ક        ક              !   , 

                 ક                          .     ક                                 

            ક .                ક        .  

                 ક     ક , “                       .   ક                             ક      

                          ક           ક                                .”  

                     ક                                .        ક                   ,       

    -        ક                   . ક            ક                                         

                  .     ક                               ,         ક         ક         ક . 

                                            .                            ક                

        .                  ક                                  .                    

             ,                   ક        ,           .       ક           ક           

       .         -                                                    ક            . 

                                                            . 
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 “    !                                     .         ક                                

        .”                               ક       ક    ક      ક                       . 

              ક           ક                                        ક               

                                                  . 

                                                               -------- 
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  ક           

 

                      ,  ક                  , 

      ક                .... 

                  ક    ,                          , 

                             .... 

ક     ક         ક          !       ક               , 

     ક                  .... 

             ક     ,                         , 

                             .... 

 ક        ક           ,              ક ’       , 

 ક                  , 

              ,         .... 

 ---- 

 

       ; ક   -      .                        ક                 .  

                                         . 
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                                                     5.         

                      ક    , “      ક          .”            ક    , “       .”              ક  

  ક                            ક    , “Stupid!”,    -  ક                          .        

           ક                 ,                             , ક                                 

   ક            .                       ક                                            

                  !                 ક                                           

  ક   . 

                      ક                                                              ક        

  ક     ક       ક        .      ક    ક      ક       ક        ક         ક                      

   ક   ક       ,                     ક                -                         ક  

              ક              .                                   ઉ   ક    .              

   ક                          .                  -                .                   

ક               ક       ઉ ક   ક                                .                     ક      

                                                    .            ક                       

    ક                                               . 

                                   ક                             .                        

ક        ક         .              ક                                 ક         .        

                                 ક                                             

          .      ક                 ક ક     ક             .  

             ક           ક                          , “                  ક        ?”  
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                     .                              .            ક  ક  ,     .      

     ક                            ,       ક    ક    ક      ક                    ,         

     ક            ક   , “                                  ક      .”                        

  ક     .        ક      ક             ક             ક-      ક                    ક   

                    .             ક                                 ક               

             ,                        ક  ક      ,                         ક    .         

         ક    ક               ક                                                     .    

ક    ક                                                 ક   ક     .            ક , ‘     

ક      ’                 ક , ‘                   ક            ’     “   ક                 

            .”  

                       ક                           .                             ,          

                            ક       .                                                     

ક                        ક  .                    .                       ક              

         .                 ક                                                      ક     

                            ક       .                   .           ક  , “          

              ક           ક                   .                                   

  .                                       ‘    ’ ક                         ,                .” 

                               ક                                                 ક   ક           

           ક                            .    ક     ક                           ક        

      ક   ક , “         ક                           ,                       ક .  ક           

       .”                                                                     ક      

               .  
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                                                            .                    

                                                      -   ક                         

         .                                              .   ક  , “   ક         ,     

     ક                  ?”          ક           , “                                       

  ક   .                           ક    .”                       ક        ક                

        .    ક                          ક                             ક             

    .                           ક        ક             ક           ક   .  

                           કક              ક              ક     ક          . 

“                 ક                     .                                          

               ક  ,                                    ,                   ક         

          ક                             .      ક               ક                      

   ક     ક                                                   ક         .            

                                                           .                        

                           ક        ક   ક                        .    ક              

                    ક                                          .    ક          ક  

             .           ક      ક      ક                 , ‘                   .’ ક   

         .    ક                                    ક                                   

          ક   .        ક    ક                                                          

    .” 

                                               ક              ક                        ક    

              ક       .    ક                                ,                          

             .       ક                                  .              ક             
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                   ક     ક ક                                          ક                      

        .                                        ક      ક        ક             .        

                              ક               ક                    .               ક  

                         ક                          ક     .                         

   ,             ક    ક         ક                             .                -       

    ક             .               ક                                   ક           ક      

      ક                      .                                     ક                        

                  .                                      ક            ક      .    ક          

                       ક                              ઉ      .                          

        ક                       ક   .                    ક                 .   

                                                     ક              ક         ક    ક . ક       

               ક                        ક              ક                      ક             

ક       ક          .              ક                                  ક               

   .                                           ક          ક      .                         

           ,              ‘ક           ’                 ક      ઉ                             

                       .                                                   ક         

                              ક ક   ક               ક   . 

               ક    ક               ક                 ક     ક                     .  ક      

                                                                                  

  . ક         ક                    ક    -        ક      ક                           .          

   ક          ક       ,                                ,                  .                   

                       ક          ક  ક                                   .            
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ક ક                            ક    ક                   ક                         ક    

                              ક   .                  ક        ક  “                      

    ,    ક                                    !”        ક                 ક  ક             

                             ક  .                       .                           

               ક   ક , “                            ક                      ક    .  ક     

  કક     ક , “                                   .”               ક     ક       ક     

                        ક                                              ક      ક    ક     

ઉ      .                       ક           .  

                               ક                      .                    ક                  

          .              ક        ,               ક          ક                        

     ઇ        .    ક         ક                                       , “     !              

   ક                                                   .          ક         ક          

      ક      !”                

                        ક             ક                                   ક     ક          , 

            .      ક                         ક               ,      ક                 ક 

                ક                                                 .                       

                         ક         .         ક  ક             ક                       

  ક   .   ક                                                                    .     

                                  , “      ક        ક                              ” 

        ક           ક                                                                    

   .                       ક              ક                             . 

           ક                          ક              ક          ક               ઉ      . 
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                           ,        ક          ક                 ,             

                  .  ક ક   ક           ક       .    ક                                 

           .    ક    ક            ક   , “                 ક                  ક               

                             ,   ક            .”                              ક             

                              ક  .  

                                                               ક               ક   

    .                                  ક                     .                       

                     ક       .   ક                                ક                  

           ક                      .                                                

                                           ક           ક               ક              . 

            ક               ક                                    . ક     , “            

     ક                       .                     ક        .                       

ક         ક                                                                    .”  

                                               --------------- 
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             ,          ક                 

                                     

                                        

                               –     

                              

                          

                                

                          —     

           ક               

                              

  ક                         

 ક             ક         ?—     

                            

                             

                                 

   ,                     —     

--------- 

              ક  ,                 ક        

   ,  ક           ક    ક                 

                             ક        , 

                          ક   -ક    .  

             

                        ज आई 

       आ                  ई 

                              

                                

 

                                

      आ                    

                                

     आज      आ             

               ज           ज     

                                  

                    ज             

                          आ    ! 

                       आ     

     ज   आ                   

                             आ    

         !                      

          !                     --- 

       “Helping Hands” story in English 

section 
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                                              ૬.         ક      

              

              ક                                                     .              

                , ક                         ,        .                            

                   , "   !              ક     ."   ક    ,                       . 

                                       .                              ,                 

      ક             . 

                                                           .                   ઉ     .           

                             ક           .         -                                      

                                       .                                                

                           .      ક                                                . 

            ક     ક , "                     ક        

              ક                 ક                   ." 

                       ક                   ક                 ક                      . 

                                                                                     

ક            ક     , "                      ક    ક  -                    !"                   

      .                            ક                           

       .              ક         ક      ક       .                                        

   .                                                .              !                     

                   . 

                ક                   ક                          ક     ક          ક     

ક                    ક     ઉ                              !         ક                 

                    ક  , "                                       ." 

                                    .           ક  ક     ક                .         ,  
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                       ક        ,                                         .  

     ઉ                .    

                 ક         ક                                                       

             .                          ક                                        

             .                 ક                            ક  . 

                          , "                       .                                  

                    '           '                 .                          .  

          ‘                        ઉ                        ક    ’                     

                                                                                    

      .                        ઉ                                       .      

  ક         ક                                                                

                  ક                        .             

“       ક                     ક                  ઉ           ક                        

                             ક ,'ક              ?'                                   

       .                             ક                 . 

          " ક                            ક                                               

       ક        ,                     ક      .               ઉ                  ક      

        .                                                                     .          

                                 ક                                                

 ક                                                ક ! 

          "        ઉ                                 ક                     .  ક   

  ક   ક                 , ‘   ,                            .    ,                 

                 .’            ક           ક .                                ,      

                          ક                  .          ક         

                 ક  . 

         "                                           . 
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              , '                         ક   ?'                              ક   

                               . '                  .            ક            

ક                           ક                  ક   ક                        .                 

                                      ક             ક    .' 

         “                     ક       .                      ક  , '          ક           

      ક       .'              ક                                           ક      .   

                                                  -                ક            ક  

                 ક    . ક                            ક  !         ક         .          

                                                                            .          

                                          ક         ક   .           ક                      

              ક       . 

       "                           .      ઉ                                             

    .      ઉ                                        ક  'ક   ક    ક      .' 

“                               ક                .                               ક   

                                            ક  .                   ,      ,           

            .               ઉ                               ક      ક              

      .        ? 

       "                ક   ક                     ક      ઉ                    ક        

         .   ,     , '                                               ક                   

  ઉ          ક            ,'                    .                          .           

          ક                         ક        , '          ક      ક    '                

    . 

       "ક                            ક , '                                             

                     .                              ક                                         

     ક   .'   
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           "              ક      ,                                                         . 

               ક  !                ,        ક                                            

         ."            

                                                           ક                 ક  ,     

       ક                     ક   .        ક                                    .     

       ક    ક  ક           ,                                   ક             . 

                   ક   -                        , “ક                                   ક       

                  ક       .                      .” ક                 . 

                                      ક   ક     ક         ક                      

       .  

                  ક                ક        . "                                        

                             .                                ક   ક    ક      .        

                                          .         ક                                   

                      .                       ક           ક     ,            ક      !" 

              ક                                         ક                    . 

                                                   ------------ 
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                                                           ક      

           ક                         ક  , 

                 , "                ક     ." 

             ઉ     ક                     , 

                       ,    ક               . 

                                     , 

  ક                  ,  ઉ              . 

                                      , 

"              ક      ,                    . 

               ક  ક  ક ક ,  ક     '       , 

     ક                  ,                ." 

                                   ક   , 

 ક  ક              ,              . 

   !                                     . 

              ક                          , 

                    ,                 , 

                 ક                           . 

-------- 
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                                                  ૭.             ...                                                          

              

                      ,        ક ઉ          ,                            ક         .  

                                           .                   ક                       

       ક                       .     "Chicken Soup for the Soul"     ક          ક 

        .                 ક            . '                     '            ક        ક  

     . 

                         ક     ક            .                                              

          ક       ક   ક               .  ક                                     .        

                                        'ક   '        ક  . 

        ક   , "                  ,        ક    ક           ! ક        ક       ક      

ક   ક."                                          .               .     ક             

ક   ક                                      .  ક              ,                       ! 

 ક                                 ક  ,             ક   ક  , '                          .     

         .'                     ક       ,                           .  

              ક            ક , “              ?”          , “            ”    ક          . 

                , '                  ક   !'                       ક               ક ક       . 

      ક         . '         ક                ક                                .'         

                               ક                            .                         .         

                 .             ક         ક                       ક        .               

    , '  ,      ક       .'  

                                                                                 

           .           ક                            ક  ,  

           "            ,         ?" 

                      ક  , "    ."  
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                                ક           ક                                       ક   ક  

                            .                        ક                    ઉ            , 

"       !                            .            ક                            .         ક     

              ."  

                   , "                  ક               ક   ક       ક         ?"           

                ઉ   , "                                               .                     

           .            ,            ." 

                                  ક  ક                .              ક     ક        , '   , 

                      !' 

              ક                                                .               ક                

    ક,       ક       !  

     ક  ક         ક   "Chicken Soup for the Soul"          ક              . 

                                   ક  ક                 .                                  

ક      ક           .     ક   ક                                                   ક      

                                . 

               ૮૯      , ઉ                     .            ક                            

ક    .                                 ક     ક             .      ,               ક 

                     ક   ક                     .       ક ક                        .     

                                                                           ક              

     ,                          .                                                 

                 .                   ક        

                    ક          .                 ,                , “        !              

      ક    .”  

                                           .                          ઇ             

     ,          ક         ક      ક                                           .   ક    , "       
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          .                 ક                ક                  .                          

   ક              .                                                                  

            ક     ક       ."         ક          ક                 ક              ક              

                          , “        ક                             ?”         ક            

     , “              ક      ?”           ,    ક                                 ,          

   ક   ક              . 

                                  ક     .       ક      ક  , “               ?                

               ક  ક   ક   .”                               .  ક          ઉ       .      ક 

          ક          .        ક        ક    ક                                  ક         ક   

    ક        ,           ક        .                                   ક         ક        

   .                                      ક                        .     ક  , “   ક          

    ક                                   .               ક  .”       ક                       

          .   

                                                           .                 ઉ           

                                                  .                                

ક   , "                          ?"                                                           . 

                                                  ------------------ 

 

         ક                                    ક                   ક               ,           

ઉ                          .     “ક     ” ક  “busy”                   .  
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                         ક     ક            , 

                                                . 

       ક                                  , 

                  ક                      . 

                                       , 

                             ક             . 

                        ,                   . 

ક      ક                                       , 

                 ક                       , 

ક    ક                                            . 

            ક ક                   ક         , 

                                           . 

        ક        ક                                , 

      ક             ક                  . 

------------- 
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                                             ૮.              --      

              ક     ક           ,                   ,                              .           

          ,     .                           .       ક              ક                  

                                  .                 ક    .           ક   , "    ,  ક      

            ક  ?         ક                                         ક .            , 

    ." 

                                                        .                              

                              ક               .                      ક   , "     

                         .     ક                , ક       ઇ      ,         ક           , 

  ક       ."                         ક     ક-               ક                    .     

    , '  ,         ક                             .'                                    

ક          . 

                                                                                 ક    .         

                 ,          ઉ                .            ક       , or graphic 

designer,          ક  ,         .           ક                                     

                       .              ક                         .                   

     ક                                  .                                             

       . 

                ક                 -             ક         ,  ક            ક           

                 ક   ,                        .             ક           ,     ક        ક   

                            ક                           ક        .                

   ,                ક                       ક , "          speech therapist,             

     ક ?"        ક ઉ            , "   ,              ક            ક                 

      ,    .      ."           ક ,    !                                          ! 
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                   ,    ક  ક                       ક  ક  .  

                                                                           .          ક   

                ક                    ક        ક                                          

        .                                 ક   ક                                           

               ,                     .       ક                       ક       .       

                       ક                                     . 

            ક                                              ક           .                   

                                    .      community college             .        

          ક                                       .            ઉ              ક           

   .                 ક             ક                  ,                            !  

                 ક                                     ક                    ,         

                 ક  ક               ક                ક                ક  .             

      ક            ક                 ક                 .                            

                                            .                          ક                   

              .                                   . 

                 ક       ક                      ક         ક       ઉ  .  ક             

                                .           ક   ,         ,                                 

   ક      .           ક     ક , "                  ક        ." 

                               , "        ક          .          ક     ક        ?     ક    

        ક                    !"                 ક    ક                                    . 

                                                                                     

                    ક                    ક             ક       . 

                            ક       ક  , "                     .                     

                                 .                 .  ક              ક         

    , '   ,            ક          .'                      ક   ક , "                      

  ક        ક ."             , 'ક           ક  .'                       ક , "        ક           
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ક   ?"              . 

                                       ,         ક                                         ક 

                .       ક         ક  ,                          ક  . 

                                    ક    ક  .              ક    ,        ક                   

                            .              ક                       ક          .         -    

ક        . 

                               ક         ક        ક                   .       -       

         ,                         ,          .                                           

            ક                .                   ક          ક                      

                      ,                                      ,                           

     !                                                                       ક    , 

 "               ."                                      ક                ક    ક           ક    

                  ક            ,                      ,                                    

       ક         ક   . 

                     ક                      .                                ક              

        ક        ક             .         -                                     . 

                                                     ક  , "  ક                    ." 

              .   ક             ક             ક                                        

     .  ક                 ક                                   . 

                                                        ક                        ક ઉ     

 ક           ક         .                                               .      ક   

                    ક              .                      ક                    

                .                                                            . 

                           . 

           ક                      -               .                              .       

                                      ક    "          ક          ,          .            
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     ક        ક      ક                         ,            ક           ક                 

                                      .                                            . 

            ક                             ક           ક                    .   

  કક     ક                                                                         . 

                                   .  

                          ક                                      ક   ક                 ." 

                                 ક                             .                       ,     

    ક      !,      ક      ક            .      

                          ક   . "            .                    .                       

                         .             ક                          ક                  ! 

                    ,        -    ,    .           .                 ક       ક      

                     .                      ઉ                             .            

ક             ક        ક                        ક            ક                      

                         .     ." 

                                             ક                  .  

ઉ                    ક          ક                ક  ક                       ક     ઇ     

           .                 -                                            . 

             ,  ક                                     ક     ક,            ક     . 

                                           ક   ક                    .                

                       . ....  
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        ૯.                 

”       !                             ,           ?”  

            

                                                          

      ઉ   ક                                        .  

               ક                           , ક                

‘    ’            ક   .  ક                   ક                  .      ક                      

          ક   ક              -                         .                      

          ક            .                               ક         ક                          

ક           ક                                      ક   ,                                  

  .  ક                                                                          ,        

                  ક      .   

                   ઉ               .  ક                    .               ,     

                                             ક    ,                        ,             

                            .  

                                                          ક        .       ક            

 ક ઉ       ક    ક   ક       .                                                   ક  

        .        ક           .         ક         .           ક                      . 

                ઉ                        ક   ,                  .                     

              .                  ક                          .    ક                       

                              .  

http://saryuparikh.gujaratisahityasarita.org/files/2008/12/m.jpg
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                                                        ક                              . 

                                    , ક                        .                         , 

                .                                .                ક     ક       .  

            ક                    ક             –     ક      .                                  

                                                     . 

         “    ,             ક            .                                     .” 

                 ક  , “ક               ?”  

                           .                             ક     .                   . 

                ક             .    ક         ક                 ક         ,        ક    ઇ  

ક     ક            .                                                           .           

 ક                           .         ક              ક               -          

             .                                   ક        ક                         ક        

             .  

           “                              ક     .    ક                              .”      

            ક                  ,    ક            ,                    .              

                               .                  ક        ક                    . 

                             ક                   ક       .   ક      ક        ક       

         ક           ક                     .                          .         

                            ક  ક   .                            ક          .            

                  .                   ક                     ક                      

                .                                             , ‘   ! ક          

      !”  
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                                                ક                                       

                  .                       .      ક      ,          ,     ઉ      

              . 

                                                                , “      !                     

   ?”             ક                 .        ક       ક    ક ,        ક                  

  ક                                          ક    ઉ       .                      ક       

                     .     ક    ક                .                                   

                       .               ક                 ક        !            ક   ક  

                              .                    ક                             , 

"                        ."  

 

                     ,                      ,                 ઉ   .                 , "  

                              ક                ક   .                 ક       

   .                                                                .             

                                                                                   

                    .            ક                ક                                 

 ક                    .                                                   

         ."           

                                                                       .     ક            

                                                . 

                                                             --------------------- 
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                                      ૧૦.                        

                                    ,          -          ક     ક       ક   ,            

ક                           .  ક                    ક ,                   ,             ક 

         .    ક  ક                                                 .                   

           ક       ક         . ક      , ક               ,   ક       ક         

              ક      ક            .                         ક                     

                                ક     ,                   .  

                     -                ઇ  ઇ                   ક       ક                    

   .            '          '             .      ઉ                ક    , "         ક      

           ."                       , "    ક  ,      ક      ?"  

                                            ક   ,         ક                                

    .                                                                        .       ક    

                 ઉ       ક                    ક      .                                

     ક                            ક                 ક       ક      .                    .    

                         ઉ                  .                                           

                                                  .      

                        ક                    ઉ        .                            

ક                     ! 

                                    ક        ક         .                 ક          ક          . 

“            ઉ       ક            .”        ક                         ક     ક     

                                ક    .                         ઉ   .         ક   , “     

          .”        ક                          ક          .            ક      ક       .       

         ,                      ક         ઉ      .                                   

    ક           .                                ‘                           ’     

               ક                     .                              ,          ક    , 
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       ક           ક           ,                  . 

            ક                                                               .            

ક                        .                            .      ક         .          

                                        ક                                     .            ક 

     ક                           .                         

  -                                             -  ક          .                   ક    

          ક                     ,                 ,                                    .   

                     . 

                                                                                         ક   

       .          ક                                       ક         .  

                              ક                        .                      .       

                                                      ક ક    ,          ,  

                  . 

                                                               ક                           

   .                  ક              ઉ             .    !            ક       .  

                     ક                                       .       ક                  

          ક           .                                  ,          ક         ક        

                                      .         ક     ક         ક     ક                 

         .                                 ક                                    .   

                                               ક       . 

                                                                              .            

               ક                           .                                    . 

                ક                ક                         . “  !                    .” 

                                       .                                                     

  .       ઉ          ક         ક                     .                              , 

                      ,                                 .  
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                                  ,                      ક         ક        ક           .  

૧૯૯૩   ,                                                     .                

                         ક                       .      ક                          

               ક          .      ક                   ક            ક          ઉ   ક     

ઉ                           .             ક                   !                   ક     

                                              !         ક                              

   !                                             .  

                        ક  ક                         ક                    !  

      ,               ક   ક    ,     ક                                       .             

        ક , “                                                              .” 

                                                    ક           ક                              

        .                       ક               .  

                                      ક                                 . 

                                                  

                    , ક              ક,                           ; 

                       ,                ,    !                    ...... 

                    

                                              ,                          , 

                                       ક    ક    ક                      !...... 

                  

                      ઉ                                                  ,   

                                                ક    ,                    !...... 

                 

                                                         ,    ક                   , 

                                                        ક       ,                 ક      !......  
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                                      ૧૧       -         ક       

          

                                                                    .   ૧૯૫૮      ,       

                                   ક    ક                  ક                              

                                .       ક     ક   ,                          

                                                     ઉ                   ક    .          

ક          ક     ક                 તી                                            .   

                                                                                           

 ક  . 

                                                  .   ક                               

            ક                            ક                                    ક    

       ઇ                                            .                       ક     ક 

         ઉ                       ઇ               .     ક                          

                                                . 

                                                                       ક              

            ,            ક           ક                ક           .                    

   .                                     ઇ  ક         ક        , “     ,              

            ,  ક                   ક  ઇ          .”    સી                          

        , “                ક           .”    ક  , “               ક                 .” 

                             .                       ક           ઉ    . 

            ક                                            ક , “                    ,         

        ઉ         .”                           .                  ક       ક           

           .                                   ક                               ક       

     ઉ   , “                  !”           ક                                        

                               ક         ક , “     ક              ક  ક           .” 
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                                  ક      .                                ક           ક       

                       .  

                     ક                                 ક                                 

                   .             શ્વ                                       .      

                                              ક   ક , “               ?” 

                       ક    ક , “            ક                     .”         ,   

                           . 

                  ક    ક , “               ક     ક          ક                           

       ક          .”                                                            .     

      ક                                     .                                       

              ક                                           ક                ક                

                              . 

              ક                                                                         

         .                     ક , “          -                ક                         ક   ક   

    ?               ક    કલી          ક   .” 

            !                                      ક          ક                    .      

                                      ક         ક  .                 -           

                                                                  .  ક            

    ક          ઉ                                  ક                                   ચી  

ક                 . 

                                          .     ક          ક                          

                     ક                         .                                  

                ક                  .                                                         

      ક                 ક   ક         . 

          “                                         .                                      

                                 ક                            .                   
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                          ક    ક            .         ક               ક                   

    તી               .                                ક                ક             

ક    ક , “                      .”                  , “                ?              -          

                        ક ?”       , “  ,     ક                     ઉ                 .” 

                              .                        ક                          ક    

   !” 

                                                            .                  ક , ‘    ક     ક       

              ક           !’        ક    , ‘              ક                             

                            ક           ક    .’ 

              ક                                                 .  

    ક ક  , “                    ક                    ,                   .                  

          ક    !                           ક         ક       ઉ     ક             

     ક                     ક         ક                   ક     ક                  .            

     ક      ક                             ક                                 ઉ         .      

                ક       . 

           “                   ક                           ક                                    

                                        .              ક                                ક  

             ,                                            .”  

                                                    -----------  
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                                                           ક       

                                         

                                                                         , 

                                             ક      ક     !               . 

                              ક  , 

                                   . 

                         ક     ! 

                ,          ક        . 

        ક                        ક    , 

                  ,                 . 

        ક                        ક      ! 

   ક                            .  

                              , 

                                   . 

                              ક      ! 

                ક ,                   ...  
-------- 

ક                                                            .  ક                     ક     

           ક               . ક        ,                    ક       ! 
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                                  ૧૨.              ..... 

              "    !                                  .     -       ક            ક       

       ક  ક     .             ક        .     ...                ક   .   ક!" ક            

         ક     ક                                 .          ક                         

         .  

                              ઉ                            .                           , 

                                          ક         .   ક     , "               ક  

   ?"  "                        , ઉ    ક          ?" "               ક          ?" 

                                             ,                                 

            .  ક                                                                 

       ક     . 

                                       ક  , "    !                                  .           

     ક           ,      ક        ?"             ક  , "                 ક                     

                                      ?"  

                             , "   ,          ."  

                       ,     ક                                   ઉ                          

    ક       ક                  .                         ક                             

           . 

                      ,                      -                           .     -           

    ક                        . ક  ,"      ક            !                  ."  

                     ક           .            ક        ક                          .  

        ક      .             ક       ક     !                        .                     , 
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"    ,                                                      ક         ક      ક  '         

                     ક               .' ક           .              ક        ." 

             ક  , "    !                 . ક      ક  ક        .                            ."   

             ક                                        . 

                   ક                   ક               .                               

                                                                          .  

         ક             ક                     .         ક             ,         ક      

    ,               ક                                     .                   

          ક               .   ક        ક                                                

     ક          .                   ક                                  ક       

   ક               . 

                            ક           .                                            

                                                .                    ,       ક    

                     ક                   .                                             

ક                   ! "                           ." 

                   ,                 ક            ,               .  ક                 

                             .                                                          

              ક       .  

                        ક       ક                                                      .         

ક                   ક    .                                       ક    .            , 

"               .                                  ક  ?" 

       ક                         .                                      , "    !     ક         

      ?"        ક             , "    ?                ક    ."         ક      ક             
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                             ક      ક                         .  

           "  ,   ,                     ?                                  ?" 

                           ક         , "   ,        ,                       ક            !"  

 ક                                              .                     ક       . 

                                                     .                 ક                

                                                                                      

        .  

                          ઉ                     ક    ક                               

                               .                       

                                                         ------------- 
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                                      ક                                         

                                                           ,                    

                                       

          ,            ,     ક                   

      ક                        ક              

  ક    ક            ક                      

      ક ક                  ,                 

"     ,                ",                

                                         

                                            

                                            

                    ,                  ક    

--------- 

                                                                  ક      . 

                                                                ક  .          
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                                                   ૧૩.          .  

                                     ,                 ,                ક  . 

                  ક                   ક    ,          ક               ,               

         .                  ક                               ,             

                                                    ,                          . 

                   ક         .     ક                .                           

                      ક                                       .                   . 

              ,                                        ક     ,                         

                     ક              ક               .                      ક     .     

ક                          ક                          ક                 .          

                                  . 

                    ક              ક                                                   ,  

                    .                             .                                    

                   .                        ક                                       

   !                         ક                        ક                             . 

                                   ક              ઉ ક       .    ક     ક              

           .       ક      ક                     ક     !                 ,        

     ,                                   .                      .                  

           .                                              .                       

         ક                      .           ક                  ક    ,     ક   ક           

        ક                    ક                                        ,        

     ,                       .                                  ક   ,            ક    
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              ક  ક       .  

                         ,       ,            , ક               ક                          

ક                   .                                  ક    ક                         

    .                   ક          ક      ક                               ,    ક             

ક         ક           .                                                      ક      

    .             ક               ,      ક                       ,      ક         

ઉ                . 

                                  ,                                              . 

                                                                      ક             

    .              ક                   ક               ઉ                       

     ક   .                                 ક                          ક          .     

                              ક       .                                                     

           ક       ક                                  ક  ક         ક       . 

               ક    ,               ક  ક              ક                           . 

                             ક , “                                         .       

         ક              .”      ક                                                   .   

                                             .                 , “          ક ,           ?” 

                 ક ક                                     .                          ક 

         ક         ક                            .                                        . 

                                                    ,                               . 

 ક                ...                 ક                     .      ક       ક    ક , “    

                                     “            ?”          ક   .                     

                                  ક          ક  .”                                 
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                               ,      ક     ક                             ક   ક     , 

                  .  

                                                           .          ક                       

       ક                                     .                                          

                                                                     ક    ક   .        

   -         ક                                                    .                      

                                                                                

       .                                                         ક      . 

                                                                                         

                  .                    ક   ક                                        

                    ક    ક                                           .             

                                          ક    ક    ક   ક   . 

                                                 ક           .              ,             

                         ક                   ક      ક    .  ક                                

     ક           ક                              ક                               ક      

           .                  ક                         . 

                                                           ક . 

                                                                                       

      .                                      . ક                                 .     

            ક               ક                    ક      .         

         ક                        ક                   ક         .                      

             ,                                                  .                      

 ક                .        ક             ક                ,               ક                
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‘ક     ’       .                                    .                             

                   ક         .                     ક   ક                                     

             ,            ક  .                            .                     

                             ક          .  

                                         ક                    ક                   

ઉ                             ક          . 

                                              ક , “        ક                     ?” 

                          , “     ક             ક                ?” 

            “                  ,         ,                     .”    !            

                           .                                                   . 

                                                                  ,       ક       

         .      ક            ક  ક   ક       ક     ક                                      

         .                                                   .    ક                        ક 

                        . ક                ક   ક      ક                       , “         

ક      ક    ?”      ક  ,“   ,                          ક     ,         .”  

                                        ,  

                                                      ,  

                                .  

--------- 
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      ૧૪.                    ...                             

             “        ,                     ...”                                            

            ક    .                                ક                            ક            . 

                                                   .                                    

      ક                                  ક                      ક                ક    

    . 

                                                          ક                                 

                                                     .                              

            ,            ક                .             ક        ક   ક                 

        ક                    .        ક  ,              ક    ક        , ક              

ઉ            ,                            ક           ક            .                    

     ક         ,                               ક   ક             .                   , 

       ક    ‘    ક ક ,’                                             !                      

           . 

                  ,        ક        ક   ક                     ક            ક               

                            ક  ક            .                                          

           .                               ક                                . ક       

                   , “                        , ક                             ”,       ક   

             .         ક                            ક                              . 

   ક                      ઇ     ,            ક           ક    ,             

    .  

                                                    .                                 

                              .                                                        

  ક                                                     .         ક                     ક     
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     ક                     .                                  .      ક                 

                                                 ક       ક                                  

ક  ક                                   ક                     .                      

    ,                                .                    ,                 ,    ક 

    ક         .  

                                                                   .            ક      

ઉ                     ક  ક        ક                     ક      ક    .                  

                               ક      .   ક    ક                                         

                           . 

                 ,     ક           ક                        ક                    .        

                   ક  ઉ       ક              ક  ક                             ક     .        

        ક  ક               ક                  ,          ક          ક         ,         

   ક,         . .   ,   .           ક   , ક                         . ક                . 

ઉ                              ક                              .             

     ક  ક      ક                                                  ક                  

            .              ક  ક   ,                                                 

    . 

                                  , ક                               .             

          ક  ક                                                       ક  ક ક          

     ....   -                    ક                          .  

                                                      ક  ક                        ,  

     ક                           .           ક  ક         ઉ  ક                          

ક                  .                                                        ક      

ક            ક                ,           ક ,         ક         ,        ,  

           ,                 ક         ક ,            ક ,                 ક    ક 

                       .                     ક           ક                               
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                                                              ,               

                     .                       ક            ક                           

ક     .  

                           -                         .                      ઉ        

                                                                      .              ક    

   .                                              ક             ક  ક    .        

             ક  ક        .             ક                                          ક 

ઉ                                                            .  

             ક                      ક                      ક                              

                  ક           ક    ક                               ક          

     ક                               ! ‘ક  ક ક         .’          ક               ક    

                    ક             .              ક   ક , “                  ક            

            .                        ઉ       .                   ક      ક              

           ક   .”                           ક     ,  ક                    ક     ક         

  ક      .                                     ક        ક                        ક     

          !                       ક                         ઉ   . 

                                                          .                            

                            ક                         .                         

                                   .                                   , “  ક  

           ?”    ક   , “  ક     ક     ...”    ક  , “    ક            ,               .” ક   

         .        ક                       ક          ક   .                             

                         . 

         ક       ક                                .     ક                              

                                                   ઉ                  .  

                  -                                                     .               

         ક            ક                 ક      ક   , “                   ...”         
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           ક                                “                   ,               

   ...” ઉ     .                                .                 ક            ક            

     . ક                    ક              ક      , “  ક  !       .” 

                                  ક                       .                      ,      

           ,           ક                                                            

                  .      ૧૯૯૫         ,                                             

   .                            ક   ક   , “       !   ક        ..?”                  , 

“   ,         .   ક        ‘             ’        .  ક        ક      ?”                     

                                , “ક  ક              .”                    .  

               

                                   ક                         ક             .      

        ક                                                     ક         ક      ક      

         .                                                .....                                   ૨૦૧૨ 

 

 

 

comment: EXTREMELY BEAUTIFUL...WITH ADMIRATION FOR BOTH OF YOU …AND 

SPECIALLY TO SARYUJI [BECAUSE RARE WILL BE THE DAUGHTER- IN –LAW IN 

THESE DAYS TO REMEMBER THE MOTHER-IN-LAW IN THIS WAY] THIS IS HOMAGE 

TO OUR BELOVED AMMI…IT MADE ME LITTLE SAD REMEMBERING HER. 

…KIRITBHAI (                         ) 
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Poems>>>> 

                                          

                                           Not Know-Real me 

I should be well known, but no one should know me. 

The praise and pleasantry, but know not the real me. 

The dance and song of truth and change, 

But hush and hum where money exchange. 

Fancy up the front and decorate the door, 

The dirt and din sweep under the floor. 

I am loyal in love and adore my wife, 

The anger, abuse, better bury  in send. 

High big spender and generous jolly vender, 

 I am the lender, me and mine are renders. 

In heart of my heart, I know right from wrong, 

My conscious do cry, no one should know. 

------- 

Showing off has consumed our lives. We have forgotten the difference between need and hoarding 

material things. We do not follow our internal voice but join in the pompous race. 
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              Under an Umbrella 

     The gentle rain and the drip-drip drops,             

    The giddy gold leaves on a yellow backdrop. 

                                                        My heart is wet, but I stay dry, 

                                                           Amused under an umbrella. 

                                                They float and flip from the sky to the land, 

                                                       Linger luckily on shimmering sand. 

                                                     My carefree chase in the misty maze, 

                                                          Enchanted under an umbrella. 

                                                   I sail and slip through a prairie land, 

                                                    Where butterflies flutter in fairyland. 

                                                   The sweet relation of rain and shine, 

                                                            Cheered under an umbrella. 

                                                    The dance of drizzle in playful swirl, 

                                                    I spread my hand to catch the pearl. 

                                                     I open my eyes to gaze at the sky, 

                                                         Dazzled under an umbrella. 

                                                                           -------- 

                                                                                             Ava Samir Parikh in Oregon’s rain. 

http://saryuparikh.gujaratisahityasarita.org/files/2011/11/Ava-in-Rain2.jpg
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A Moment... 

Time is ticking and trailing away, 

I don't mind- hours may slip away, 

Here and now with my child's child, 

A moment of a thousand blessings.... 

I walk for miles, get lost for a while, 

The aimless journey in a complex style, 

I trip and stumble on treasure of truth,  

A step of a thousand surmounts.... 

I ignite the lamps some here and there, 

Still dark and deep the perilous peek, 

A touch of spark which brightens my heart, 

A candle of a thousand lights.... 

My wings may swing in the worthless flight, 

My eyes visualize this useless blight, 

A moment of comment a shared insight, 

A gleam of a thousand delights.... 

--------- 

Time is wasted, invested or just passed by. A spark of the moment makes it all worthwhile.   

We invest much energy doing useless tasks, but a moment of success makes it all worthwhile.                     
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                                                                Is This....? 

Is this Heaven or what? 

The birds fly by with me on their wings, 

Sweet chirping in trees, competing to sing, 

The birds and the leaves are turning their heads, 

Is this Heaven or what? 

The sailing and piling of cloud after cloud, 

The sun on its tippy toes, holding the veil, 

The sand and the rays feel warm and wonder, 

Is this Heaven or what? 

The seeds are sleeping, quite snug and safe, 

Spring comes swinging to shake them awake, 

The seedlings spring out so green and grinning, 

Is this Heaven or what? 

I sit on my deck so close to the dell, 

  Imbibe all I can to please my each cell, 

The life in me love to ask an angel, 

Is this Heaven or what? 

------ 
A sweet serene morning, a tiny little bird swinging her wings like whispers. The new seedlings lifting 

their heads from the ground and peeking around…. And me… with a cup of tea on the deck… looking 

at the sunrise… overwhelmed with the mystique of nature!!! 
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A Five Year Old 

All in all one thing is for sure. 

He is my papa and I am his world. 

Every time we come, they gladly receive, 

Warm hugs and kisses, saying, “He is our son.” 

Auntie says often, “My cute kid brother.” 

Whatever that may be, I don’t get it. 

All I know is that he is all mine. 

Just listen to me and all will be fine. 

Today as we leave, grandma hugs daddy tight. 

Tenderly he said, “Don’t cry, Ma, I will come back soon.” 

Also, my eyes sting with tears, 

Maybe daddy meant more than I realize. 

 

Sounds like that story papa had told, 

Once this forest was filled with cheers. 

The birds had to fly to find new nests, 

Now two birds stayed to tend the empty nest.  

The possessive demands of the children on their parents do not recognize any other 

relations. But with age and observation, things change. 

I saw that recognition this time in Ava’s sensitive eyes. 
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Story in English section, “Unacceptable”. 
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http://saryuparikh.gujaratisahityasarita.org/files/2011/07/09-81.jpg
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The fragile feelings based on need and greed will cause fear and pain.  Only when we 

understand our thoughts honestly, without any cloud of desires or expectations, the pure 

feeling of acceptance will bring joy.    
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Book Published in 2011, “            Essence of Eve”; a book of Poems and True Stories, in 

Gujarati and English by Saryu, and Paintings by Dilip Parikh.  

To purchase book: Contact:HDKP@yahoo.com. EBOOK on www.bookganga.com   

ક            ક       http://www.sabrasgujarati.com        ક                    

 Comments: Thank you, Dilipbhai and Saryuben, ATI UTTAM! Great! Variety in poems, paintings, life’s 

experiences are heart-warming, heart-wrenching (Hraday-Sparshi) Congratulation for a beautiful collection. 

Saryuben-Nu Kavi-Hraday kharekhar prashansha-ne patra chhe. Poet Dr.Bharat S.Thakkar,  

Dear Dipbhai – Saryu, It was so pleasant to see the book which is indeed eye-catching and the contents:  

[1] Pictures / drawings have come up so well, it was a treat to see. [2] Never knew about Samir’s drawings..so 

nice ! [3] The write – ups in prose are excellent. [4] The responses to the writings and paintings given at the end 

are so beautifully written and are encouraging too. This book is a treasure for all Parikhs and Mehtas.         

From Rekha, me and all of us here, warm regards,..JAGDISH  K. PARIKH…. 

“Nitarti Sanj” …It has brought tears of joy time and again and new dimension to our own understanding and 

appreciation. Though this is meant to be a family publication, it can become a milestone publication of a girl’s 

journey of more than 6 decades from a small town and small family of high value and culture to the global family 

of humanity. In the storm of big changes, your basic self and identity are well preserved! Paintings are good– 

some extremely soothing. Here too one sees maturity of technique and theme with passage of time and 

progress of inner self. Love … ..............Mehtas.     Padmshri Dr. M.H.Mehta.         .  

“           ”     ક        ક  ક          ક    –                                                     ઇ     !             

                                .                       ક                           .                 ક         .      . 

...........................                       ક         . 

Dear Saryu and Dilipji, I am very much impressed with your unique book, I find sweet mingling of beautiful 

verses enriched in good values and the beautiful paintings of shree Dilipji- which took me away to the land of 

Jaydev’s “Geet Govind.” Thanking you, ............... Poetess Sumati Kanade,  “Poems From Within”  

**BOOK-2 “Smile In Tears             ” **  “Moment” A BEAUTIFUL SIGHT WHICH HAS PENETRATED 

THROUGH THE VEIL OF AVIDYAA [=IGNORANCE] OVER THE EXISTENCE. PURSUE IT FURTHER AND 

DEEPER…… THERE ARE STILL SOME PEARLS BENEATH THIS ALSO.  

“          ”  THIS ONE, WHICH IS WITH ALL THAT RHYTHMIC FLOW OF ESSENTIALLY A VERY GOOD 

POETRY. SINCERE CONGRATULATIONS... .................................... KIRITBHAI  K. PARIKH 

* “White Dress with Red Flowers”. Wow, this is so well written. Mum, you blew my mind, I absolutely love it. I 

almost cried. Samir Dilip Parikh. Very nice! I think this is the most personal and well-written of all the stories I 

have read from you. Keep writing!!. Mridul Rahman.     EXCELLENT. ... Sangita Parikh-Rahman. 

*”Upon Her Loss”  That is a moving poem you sent me. Author Chitra Divakaruni.’Mistress of spices’ 

*  “Is This Heaven..”  A ‘satvic’ vision indeed. Well expressed. HIS every ‘creation’ can never be less than a 

heaven: A ‘satvic’ mind sees it every-where. A ‘rajsic’ mind sees it else-where.A ‘tamsic’ mind sees it no-where. 

http://www.bookganga.com/
http://www.sabrasgujarati.com/
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“Let Go” You have unique quality of expression. Keep it up. CL Bedi. 

* “           ”  ‘             ,                 ,           ક        ક      .’ The words just were flowing from your heart & 

the creation made is wonderful. The Poem with the mention of the Sand of the Beach in the beginning ending 

with Sand Castle. Wonderful ! The desire to meet someone unfulfilled! Dr. Chandravadan Mistry       ક   

* “Let Go..       ”  That was very touchy, very nicely expressed, tears rolled down my cheeks.. Nipa Dave 

* “Rachna, Our Princess.”  It was a heart wrenching story and an eye opening one as well. It’s true that such 

things do happen in India but most of them do not come out in the open. It must have been extremely difficult for 

your friend and she was brave to have left in such a situation. I wonder how many others have stayed on– I 

cannot believe that Ajay was asking her to “accept” the situation! ...Alpa Parikh. 

* “        ક     ”            ક                      ક                                                           

         ક            .                                 ક        .                                     ક           

      ક       ક                                   .          ક           ?                    ક              

                                               ક   ક      ક                                             ક           

           .        !      ક                                            .       ક  ક                

ક    ક  .     ક  ક          , “           ”  -        

* “       ”                 .                        .............. Ashok Kaila, ‘Sabrasgujarati’ magazine.  

* “Her Dry Tears” Madam, I would like to congratulate you for your very compassionate help to Reema, the 

victim of ‘ Depression ‘, a grave decease that needs much more attention of the society and the family of the 

victim. In initial stage, if properly treated, this can be cured. I have no words to appreciate your such a good 

service to the society. Congratulations again.. SURESHKUMAR G VITHALANI. 

*  “              …”    ,              …             .. “                   ,              ” “              

ક                    –     “                  ,  ક         ”  ....Daxesh Contractor   

*  “ક  ”           “         ક          , ક              ? ક   ક                       ક      ?”  ક               

                              ક   ક      ક  ! ....           . 

*  “            ”      ક         ૧૪        .                                                          .      

                                         ક                             ઇ     .                               

 ઇ.                    …    ક          . -------------- 

“        ..” Thanks for this wonderful story. All the artists that have been named in the story are famous in their 

own rights and you hosing them shows tremendous dedication & love for classical music in both of you ..This 

story brought nostalgia of the many concerts of top class Musical Concerts. Saryu deserves lot of kudos for this 

write-up. Warm Regards, Shirishbhai  Modi. 

Here are some comments out of many we received, from all over the world - through the wonderful 

magic of internet. We are grateful to share and receive the joy of creation.  

SARYU & DILIP  
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